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Other (not so impolite and very rude, extremely offensive) 

Reflections, Errors and Valid Points... Descent into the 

Sewer... (Or: Studies (Contemplations, Meditations and 

Reflections) on Ugliness, Evil and Satan... AND: 

Theorisations of De-Evolution...)... [nothing (on the surface or 

below the surface) in this document has anything whatsoever 

to do with Kondylis, C.F., science,... the swearing, rudeness 

and crudeness is a sign of mental tiredness and decay... 

humans, after all, are ultimately frail, mortal,... but perhaps 

there is some kind of didactic purpose in respect of this very 

unpleasant document... under, and to a much lesser extent, in 

civilisation/culture, simmers or boils the Animal Kingdom to 

which Man might be now making a (relatively, for in one 

sense He never fully left It) (partial) return or closer and 

closer re-acquaintance... back to whence we came... when 

intellectual discipline wanes, dissipates, vanishes,...]  

 

 

 

Ἔχοντας στοχαστεῖ διὰ τὰς τεραστίας δημογραφικὰς καὶ πολιτισμικὰς ἀλλαγάς, αἵτινες συνέβησαν τὰς 

τελευταίας δεκαετίας ἐν τῇ Δύσει, τὸ μόνον συμπέρασμα ποὺ βγάζω εἶναι, καλυτέρως νὰ μὴν εἶχα 

γεννηθεῖ... ἀλλὰ αὐταὶ αἱ ἀλλαγαὶ δὲν ἦσαν καθόλου ἐμφανεῖς εἰς τοὺς γονεῖς ἐμοῦ καὶ εἰς τὴν γενεάν των 

ὅταν ἐγεννήθην... = having thought about the tremendous demographic and 

cultural changes which have taken place in the West in recent decades, 

the only conclusion I draw is that it would have been better if I had not 
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been born... but those changes were not at all apparent to my parents and 

their generation when I was born... [1970]... 

 

If someone says that they enjoy visiting London, Paris, Rome, Madrid, 

Athens, many beloved Greek isles near the coast for former Ionia such as 

Lesbos, Chios, Samos, Kos, etc.,... nowadays (c. 2015)... to be harassed, 

robbed, assaulted, mobbed, attacked, knifed, injured, subjected to a mass 

mess and stench (mass public defecation, urination, vomiting,...) to the 

point of illness (incl. being subjected to various communicable and other 

diseases,... once eradicated from Europe decades ago...), perhaps even 

Ape-raped or killed by hordes and hordes and hordes of disgusting, 

revolting, appalling (Asiatic, Arabic) Mohammedan and or African 

invaders-colonists and criminals, then one either is Insane and Beyond 

Insane or literally working for the Devil... (we further note in the case of 

Greece that a certain hostile neighbour has a long-term geopolitical plan 

to alter the demographics of islands in the Aegean, in addition to 

controlling all of Cyprus, Thrace and at least half of the Aegean itself, 

and that many (“)locals(”) and “humanitarians (= literally Evil and 

Satanic N.G.O.s etc.)” from all over the world are doing not insignificant 

business based on ((child) sex, body parts and other) trafficking in 

humans...)... not to mention that the “humanitarian Hot Spots” could just 

as easily have been set up on Turkish soil – since the E.E. is paying 

Turkey Billions in EURO re: refugees, rapefugees, migrants, invaders-

colonists, et al. –, so that no human would be subjected to drowning and 

to trekking for thousands of more miles, and then those who qualify as 

“refugees” could be flown over in humanitarian fashion to Germany, 

etc., to be used as cheap labour, etc., etc., etc.,... on the other hand, if 

“they” can get away with it, as they obviously do, and “they” can shape 
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“another kind of world”, and “we” don’t like or despise “this kind of 

world” and don’t and or can’t do anything about “it” – “BAD LUCK”!!! 

That’s REALITY...  

 

For sexism and racism and homophobia and islamophobia to be bad, one 

first must accept the principle of Equality. If one accepts not Equality, 

and one is very Rude, then one very easily talks of Dumb Fuck Dyke 

Bitches, Diseased Tunnel Sluts and Deranged Whores, Retarded Ape-

Niggers, Mentally Ill Poofters, Faggots and Trans Loonies, Revolting 

Mohammedan Turd Skins, et al., etc.,... A generally accepted principle of 

Equality however is not enough, certainly of itself, to keep the Peace,... 

yet one can believe in or simply observe the Reality of Inequality and not 

be Rude, Arrogant, Aggressive, Conceited,... 

 

Japan is largely racially, culturally relatively homogen(e)ous as were 

many (other) Western countries until a few decades ago and most non-

Western countries in the world today. That is de jure and or de facto 

Racism. Racism is an essential part of identity, but can be interpreted 

differently from individual to individual and from group to group. Anti-

Racism ends up as an extreme form anti-White Racism (when e.g. it 

doesn’t have any problem with a historically relatively white country 

going from 80% - 90+% relatively white to 20% - 40% relatively white in 

about 100 years e.g. from 1960 to 2060 whereas other non-White 

countries can keep their relative racial 70% - 90+% homogeneity. 

Racism, at the end of the day, is perfectly natural and universal and how 

human societies have always worked. It’s the kind of Racism which is 

what counts and differs in every specific situation...   
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Facts are not “supremacist” – they are facts... 

Groups exist; so do facts about them... 

Your lies make you feel Good... They make me feel Strong... 

Lies are the comfort of the Retarded... Facts are the pain of those who 

seek the Truth...  

Societies and the people acting in them do not change just because of 

Facts, but certainly also because of Beliefs and Action and the 

Heterogony of Ends... 

Heaven help the Atheists and Believers if their multi-racial, multi-cultural 

society stops working... one day... it WILL stop working... as all societies 

do; to take a new turn... the “stopping” of course can happen over 

decades... and decades, if not centuries... 

Because artistic efforts and works consist largely in the reshaping, 

repackaging, re-presenting,... of things already said as far as diachronic 

human and social characteristics and phenomena are concerned, but 

perhaps with an epoch-specific colour, I have largely given up on e.g. 

writing poetry. So much great poetry (and prose) has already been 

written in so many European and Asian languages over so many 

centuries that one would need whole lives and lives and lives to 

appreciate the great works in translation, let alone in the original 

languages... My cup runneth over... I am full...  

“Cultural appropriation” is something every major (and probably every 

known minor) culture has engaged in since the beginning of recorded 

history – from language, ideas, technological and scientific advances to 

dress, customs, music and entertainment... anyone who wants to use 
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“cultural appropriation” as an ideological-political battering ram is not 

only Vile but a Retard... I would never ever dream of telling anyone that 

you must drop 20% to 50%+ of your vocabulary because you are not 

Greek, a Hellene...  

All human phenomena, one way or another, are “social constructs” – so 

you’re not telling me ANYTHING, Retard, and you are simultaneously 

forgetting human existence’s biological basis...  

 

The problem with becoming more widely known can be seen when one is 

still relatively little known not just in the inaccuracies of Prof. Gottfried 

and Eric Thomas Weber elsewhere on this site, but also in this: “... 

unforgettable Professor Panagiotis Kondylis... left-wing but ethno-

centric...”, Ilias Kasidiaris of the (at least when founded, neo-Nazi) 

Golden Dawn party, speech in Katerini, Greece, published on youtube, 3-

12-2017 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mF28Ufyf0sU). Never a professor, never “left-

wing” from about 1961?-1964? onwards (apparently c. 1961-1963 

Kondylis at around 20 years old was a pro-Castoriadisian/ Trotskyist; 

crucial was the meeting c. 1961 with Ἀντώνης Λαυραντώνης, and the 

Ricci-Burnhamian critique of the Soviet Union... as well as the influence 

of Ἀγισήλαος Στίνας... [Prof. Νῖκος Τερζῆς says that in 1963 Kondylis, 

whom Terzes knew personally both in Greece and in Heidelberg, 

Germany in 1974 where they attended seminars on Aristotle’s 

Nicomachean Ethics and Marx’s Das Kapital together) was a supporter 

of the left-wing ΕΔΑ = legal front, inter alia, for banned CP (http://ardin-

rixi.gr/archives/208450)...] ?1964? = turn from economic-deterministic Marxist 

one-dimensional eschatological-soteriological communistic Paradise on 

Earth to the study of Human Nature: «Οἱ ἐπαναστατικὲς ἰδεολογίες καὶ ὁ 

Μαρξισμός» written in 1964, with Marxism, Lenin, Marx et al. now 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mF28Ufyf0sU
http://ardin-rixi.gr/archives/208450
http://ardin-rixi.gr/archives/208450
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overtaken by human history... Lenin’s views can be traced in Marx; 

Marx-Kautsky-Lenin-Trotsky-Stalin = a course or line of thought with 

internal mutual interactions... in Heidelberg 1970; Power and Decision 

echoes the themes discussed with Λαυραντώνη... and of course the 

extensive Introduction to Machiavelli of 1970/71... (Karambelias: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBU9M-nuVks&list=PLs6iNfLPhUJq2ya2CAWObKW3iLduQ2jI6&index=2 )), and 

never ethno-centric in his strictly scientific work... in fact, I would say 

that Kondylis probably underestimated or largely and or totally ignored 

Greek (Latin) thought during and after the advent of the Christian Era, 

even though for the purposes of his books, articles and analyses, going 

into the thought of Athanasius (c. 296 – c. 373), Gregory The Theologian 

of Nazianzus (329 – 389), Basil the Great of Caesarea (c. 330 – 379), 

Gregory of Nyssa (c. 330 – c. 395), Jerome (347 – 430), John Chrysostom 

(c. 349 – 14 September 407), Maximus the Confessor (580 – 662), 

Symeon the New Theologian (949–1022 AD), Gregory Palamas  (c. 1296 

– 1357 or 1359), Mark of Ephesus (born Manuel Eugenikos) (1392-

1444), et al, was beyond the scope of his histories of European as largely 

Western European thought, excluding Byzantium Church Fathers, but 

including of course Ζήνων (490-430), Πρωταγόρας (481-411), 

Δημόκριτος (460-370), Πλάτων (427-347), Ἀριστοτέλης (384-322), 

Ἐπίκουρος (341-270), Cicero (106-43), Φίλων (20 B.C. – 45 A.D.), 

Παῦλος (c. 5 – c. 67), Πτολεμαῖος (100-170), Sextus Empiricus (2nd and 

or 3rd century A.D.), Πλωτῖνος (204-270),... Augustine of Hippo (354 – 

430), Boethius (480-524), the “Andalusian” Islamist Averroes (1126-

1198), and of course Thomas Aquinus (1225-1274), Gregory of Rimini (c. 

1300 – 1358), Luther (1483-1546), Jesuits (from 1540), Cambridge 

Platonists (17th century),... 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBU9M-nuVks&list=PLs6iNfLPhUJq2ya2CAWObKW3iLduQ2jI6&index=2
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In 2013 e.g. there was a multiple-page tribute to Kondylis in the pro-

SYRIZA “left-wing” daily newspaper “Newspaper (Journal) of the 

Editors «Ἐφημερίδα τῶν Συντακτῶν»”... – in general, references in the 

mass media to Kondylis are very rare, obviously incomplete and 

misleading, inevitably misrepresenting the truth as properly taking into 

consideration all relevant facts... whether coming from the “(far) Left”, 

or the “(far) Right”... 

 

Papadiamantis, Cavafy, Palamas, Sikelianos, Kazantzakis = greatly or 

definitely superior or at the same or similar level... Myrivilis, Malakasis, 

Lorentzatos, Kavvadias, Engonopoulos, et al.... = not far off... Seferis, 

Elytis = the Prize... prizes, like fame, seem significant BUT mean far less 

than what they seem... in fact eventually, prizes mean nothing... [Σ. 

Σόρογκας recalled in Jan. 2018 that Kondylis once explained for about 

half an hour why he thought Elytis was superior to Seferis as a poet... 

I’ve always thought that, since I was about 20 years old, but now that I’m 

approaching 50, if I still “prefer” the former, it is only ever so slightly, 

and the “gap” is closing rapidly... I love Georgios too... How can one not 

love him when Our World is Collapsing Everywhere around Us in a Sea 

of EthnoNihilst Cretins and Apes... and masses of Invaders, Colonisers, 

Criminals, Destroyers,...] 

 

December 2017: The President of the United States of America in effect 

acknowledges Jerusalem as the capital of Israel, and the long-term 

geopolitical plans (if true) for a Kurdistan and anything up to a strict 

confinement or breaking up of Iran remain in full force and effect (Israel 

and Jews = Will to Live). The Greek political elite host the Turkish 
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President, in order (possibly) to accommodate certain American(-British) 

concessions to Turkey against Greek and Greek-Cypriot national 

interests, and this elite, including the “right-leaning national-patriotic” 

New Democracy Party, is more than happy for Greece to fall, step-by-

step, further within the Turkish economic-cultural-imperialist orbit!, 

while the Turkish President spits in the “Greeks’” faces and in the faces 

of all “Hellenes”, literally telling us that Turkey and Islam will conquer 

and take more and more and more territory from Hellenism (Cyprus, 

Aegean, Thrace,...) [Additionally, the Greek elite is preparing to hand 

over the Greek (Hellenic) place and (historical-)cultural name 

“Macedonia” to Slavs/(Serbian-)Bulgarians who have next to no 

historical-cultural-linguistic connection to Macedonia (cf. France which 

allowed Great Britain to enter E.E.C. only as the United Kingdom and 

not as Britain due to Brittany in France)... and not to mention e.g. the 

very Real Possibility in the Future of a Regionally Imperialistic Turkey 

and or with Albania supporting a “Macedonia” against Greek 

Sovereignty all the way down to Thessaloniki and the Aegean (and/or 

Germany jointly or severally vis-à-vis Turkey doing something similar to 

their Political-Economic Protectorate, “Greece”, incl. perhaps the 

creation of a new State called “Macedonia” = a Balkan German-Run 

Protectorate controlling regional trade and natural resources, incl. 

energy, gas,... in the region, somewhat like Germany’s extinguishment of 

Greek Banks in the Balkans (for which the Greeks themselves are always 

primarily to blame), and approval/enforcement (via the “Greek” political 

elite) of Mohammedan-Asian-African Occupation of Greek islands near 

Turkey,... c. 2005-2015)... Kondylis, in the Greek edition of Theory of 

War (1997), writes that SlavoMacedonia should be supported by Greece 

[as an Ally] because the long-term Danger to both Greece and 

SlavoMacedonians will come from Albania(ns), Kosovo, 
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Mohammedans,... Turkey... he doesn’t say though that the 

SlavoMacedonian State of Skopje (F.Y.R.O.M) should be called 

“Macedonia”, nor does he suggest any name... Culturally-Religiously 

somewhat relatively Familiar and somewhat relatively Similar Russia, 

like c. 1919-1922, has acted against Greece, this time re: Skopje (which 

happens in its Slav part to be culturally somewhat relatively familiar and 

somewhat relatively similar as well)... and that’s the way Politics and 

GeoPolitics Are and Have To Be, i.e. based on Circumstantial Interests... 

and that is Why Huntington et al. make a Big Mistake about “The Clash 

of Civilisations”, which Exists up to a Certain Point... but NO 

FURTHER...] [In Feb. 2018 Greek Cypriots vote overwhelming for the 

two presidential candidates who seek to dissolve the Republic of Cyprus, 

which, with absolute certainty, will set off a chain reaction of events from 

Cyprus and the Aegean to Thrace, and in turn will decimate the Greek 

population and Hellenism in favour of Turkism and Islam = TOTAL 

INSANITY promoted by the Greek political and economic elite and their 

Mass Media... in actual fact, 2016 and 2017 talks re: Cyprus did not 

proceed to full BETRAYAL and full (potential) AutoGenocide (in the 

making) largely because Israel, quite rightly for its own interests, did not 

agree with the British (and German and American) position of further 

appeasement of Turkey... in addition to the centuries-long anti-Russian 

stance of Great Britain (and more recently of the U.S.A.)... of Russia not 

having a significant presence in the Warm Waters...] (Greece and Greeks 

= Will to be Euthanised) [In other words: when you have a growing (at 

least sustainable) population, a relatively productive and technologically 

advanced economy, including significant exports, strong alliances with 

the right Powers, as well as a productive in many ways Diaspora, a 

relatively high level of ethno-national patriotism amongst all your 

population, but particularly amongst your elites and your youth, carefully 
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protected borders, physical as well as cultural - which you open (up) only 

to be truly enriched and not turned into some kind of Rubbish Tip and or 

Jungle, when, more or less, you “Do it like Israel”, or “Do it like 

Japan”, then you don’t even think about negotiating about that which is 

simply “off the table” – YOU FORCE ONTO OTHERS YOUR WILL, 

YOU MAKE THEM BEND AND CONCEDE TO YOU,... etc., etc., etc.,... 

ONLY LOSERS talk “Peace” when they are NOT IN CONTROL... 

moreover, in a world in which the Block of 

U.S.A./Israel/N.A.T.O./?????????d/???os et al., etc., might (or might 

not) be severely undermined by a China-Russia alliance (if it happens), a 

small Power like Greece, if it wanted to Survive, would “do it like Israel” 

in terms of economy, productivity, technology, military, demography, etc., 

but would also try to steer a path which would allow it to “cut a deal” 

with China/Russia if they happened to come out on top, and “not go 

down” with the other Side... and a small(er) Power can only be in such a 

position if it can Stand Up for Itself and gain Respect from all Sides... in 

order to try and Balance itself, if possible, betwixt THEM...]... [A nation 

with a long-term future, i.e. “on the march”, does not negotiate anything 

which it would never allow to be put “on the table” in the first place... 

would the U.S.A., Israel, Russia, Japan,... ever allow a neighbouring 

country to even discuss the creation of a state called “New York-

America”, “Tel Aviv-Judea”, “Moscovy”, “Kyoto”,...? But not only that, 

given that the Slavs from Skopje are Orthodox Christians, and that some 

of them have Greek descent, a Greece with a long-term (centuries-long) 

future would actually Conquer them (culturally and or militarily) and 

Hellenise them fully... likewise re: millions and millions and millions 

living in today’s Western Turkey (Ionia), Thrace, Northern Cyprus, 

Imbros, Tenedos, Pontus, Northern Epirus,...] [A people and their elite, 

who do not want to be “Slavs”, “Serbians”, “Bulgarians”, “Albanians” 
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or “Greeks”, and are not content and spiritually uplifted by “Skopjean” 

or “Vardarskan”, want to be known as “Macedonian” even though their 

language ((a dialect of) Bulgarian) has absolutely nothing of any 

significance to do with Greek, and genetically they mostly arrived, as 

Slavs speaking a kind of Serbo-Bulgarian, if I’m not mistaken, in Paionia, 

upper Ottoman Macedonia, about 1000 years after Alexander... at the 

End of the Day, it’s all a question of Great Powers, Middle Powers, 

Minor Powers, the Correlation of Forces, Hegemony,... always of 

POWER...] [In Cyprus, due to Cold War pressures, GeoPolitical 

Realities, a “Greek” Political Elite more interested in its own survival in 

Power rather than long-term national goals, etc., etc., etc.,... not only has 

nearly 40% of the island been lost forever, but if the whole Island Falls 

(it didn’t in 2017 because basically Israel and Turkey weren’t in 

agreement, and of course for other reasons, then Greek Power over all of 

the Aegean, Western Thrace, Macedonia, Epirus,... will surely Follow 

fully into Foreign Hands... it is not a “coincidence” that most, if not all 

of the Greatest Observers of Human Affairs, from Thucydides, 

Machiavelli and Hobbes, to Clausewitz, Weber and Kondylis, had a 

sharp sense of (ethno)Patriotism, without which there is NO inter-

generational civilisational-cultural Identity...] [Should Turkey not 

manage to “balance itself” between the U.S.A. and Russia (which can’t 

be done indefinitely anyway...), and a) goes, falls,... into the Russian-

Chinese-Iranian-Syrian-TurkStream-Silk (One Belt and One) Road Camp 

(if such a Camp exists), then Turkey will (perhaps) face its Nightmare of 

U.S.A.-Israel-Kurdistan, and Greece, who will be made to fight Turkey as 

a proxy by her good ally friends U.S.A.(-Israel), will perhaps lose at least 

half of the Aegean, Thrace, (part of) Macedonia... as Turkey and 

Germany/the E.U. will “see eye to eye” re: Greece... or b) returns fully 

back into the U.S.A.-N.A.T.O.-Israel-EastMed(-G?????n 
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????s/????????ld/???os/?.?.?.A.C.) Camp and Fold, then Greece 

potentially loses all of Cyprus, at least half of the Aegean, Thrace, (part 

of) Macedonia (Turkey “must” be “looked after” and or compensated for 

Kurdistan, and Germany will control what it can and “must”, etc.)... and 

that loss might be first presented as a “Kazan-Kazan” (Win-Win) for all 

Sides (i.e. you lose your territory etc. but you get “Kazan-Kazan” – that’s 

what happens when you are Piss Weak and Hopeless and Pathetic and 

worse than Pitiful)... on the other hand, Scenario b could mean that 

Russia will have to Smash Turkey, which if Greece were awake, could be 

to Greece’s advantage and benefit.... at the End of the Day, the Nation 

which is Serious and Prepared, Productive not Parasitic, and as 

Independent as is possible... has a (decent) Chance of Survival... the 

Parasite, the Nation at the Behest of Others, is probably eventually going 

to get what it DESERVES...] 

 

Said a Greek Patriot to an Anglophone ??C journalist of Greek origin, 

married to a J??: “You consider the 1919-1922 Campaign and War of 

Ethnic Liberation a questionable at best exercise, or a situation where the 

Turks have an equally justifiable say. That is, You Revolting Disgusting 

Cow and Contaminated Parasite! You support the invasion into and 

conquering of Lands hosting Hellenic Civilisation for roughly two 

thousand years before the arrival of the Mohammedan Turkic Barbarians 

(nomadic peoples) and the subsequent centuries-long gradual Genocide 

visited upon millions of Hellenes and or Orthodox Christians, You Vile 

Total Piece of Shit!!!... Fuck Off you Stupid Whore!!!” [This does not 

mean that the Greek Patriot supports some or any of Savitri Devi’s 

positions, Imbecile... and also leaving aside that many Jews say that they 

are quite or more than happy and comfortable with the historical 
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existence of the Ottoman Empire...]... [There’s a scene in Terence 

Malick’s GROSSLY UNDERRATED masterpiece “The New World” 

(2005) where the Big Chief can see that his daughter Pocahontas is going 

to BETRAY HER TRIBE... The Big Chief SEES THE CATASTROPHE of 

Cultural and Racial BETRAYAL COMING... the CATASTROPHE OF 

FOREIGN INVASION,... and perhaps implicitly... RACE-MIXING AND 

MULTI-CULTURALISM... (when a tribe is relatively small, even a little 

race-mixing and “multi-culturalism” can be catastrophic... when a tribe 

is relatively big, then obviously some or even a lot of race-mixing and 

multi-culturalism can be easily accommodated, though there has to be 

limits because otherwise that tribe loses all significant elements of racial-

cultural continuity and is “(auto-)genocided out of existence”, becoming 

another kind of Tribe or Tribes... BUT THE BASIC PRINCIPLE 

REMAINS THE SAME, RETARD!!!)... that is one of the most moving 

scenes, in my view, in all of Film History... just as towards the end of that 

movie, Pocahontas in England, in a Strange, Cold, Foreign Land,... with 

no hope of EVER RETURNING HOME praying in her Culture’s Mode... 

THAT is the meaning of BELONGING BODY AND SOUL TO YOUR 

PEOPLE AND YOUR ANCESTORS and not being a DISGUSTING 

ATOMISED ZOMBIE borrowing MONEY, including from some 

DISGUSTING RAT-LIKE ANIMALS who think THEY are GOD’S 

CHOSEN PEOPLE... (= TOTALLY SUBJECTIVE AESTHETIC 

JUDGEMENT AND GROSS OVERSIMPLIFICATION BUT INCL. AT 

LEAST SOME, if not many, KERNELS OF TRUTH... IF YOU ARE 

GOING TO CALL YOURSELVES GOD’s CHOSEN PEOPLE, then WE 

ARE GOING TO CALL YOU DISGUSTING RATS...)... WELL, THOSE 

ANIMALS (= HUMAN ANIMALS LIKE EVERYONE ELSE) SHOULD 

KNOW THAT WHAT HAPPENED TO Pocahontas and her Papa’s 

TRIBE IS GOING TO HAPPEN FINALLY ONCE AND FOR ALL TO 
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THEM TOO – AND OF COURSE TO EVERYONE ELSE AS WELL, 

EVEN TO THE CHINESE... EVENTUALLY... EVEN AFTER ANOTHER 

10,000 YEARS OR WHATEVER...!!! AND THE MORE THEY 

CONTINUE TO PUSH, PUSH, PUSH,... THE HARDER THEY WILL 

FALL... ANIMALS!!! = JUST LIKE EVERYONE ELSE DEEP DOWN... 

ABSOLUTELY NOTHING “CHOSEN” ABOUT THEM... APART FROM 

THEIR ABHORRENT UGLINESS AND REVOLTING CARRYING ON... 

at least that’s how they subjectively appear as a matter of taste to many 

of those on the outside, who might acknowledge the Fact of their Elites’ 

GROSSLY DISPROPORTIONATE POWER, but are not going to have 

their MINDS ALTERED to Worship IT, even if they as individuals or as 

groups can’t do anything... for now... and later... someone else might very 

well do the doing...] 

 

Possibly True: the more multi-racial and multi-cultural a society, the 

more intense future inter-communal and intra-communal internecine 

conflict will be as and when that society breaks down to give way to 

another kind of society... 

 

Did Kondylis make any mistakes (during the course of some 6,000 

densely packed pages and some 3,000,000 words)? 

As far as I can tell, at least no significant ones. When he called the 

Christian Holy Trinity “really stupid”, one could retort “but why not call 

Western mass democratic ideology that “we are all equal” really stupid 

too?, etc.” – but that is not a mistake or error. At best, it’s an omission or 

a lack of providing a full picture. His position that modern Hellenism has 

“only” produced poetry of note and high artistic craftsmanship and value 
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is also perhaps incomplete – we have also had great demotic (folk) songs, 

singers, actors, musicians, composers of song, lyricists, theatrical and 

cinematic works,... but then again all of the latter can come under 

“poetry” broadly meant.... One could possibly contend that Kondylis 

would have expected a greater resistance by native Europeans to the 

mass Invasion of Europe e.g. c. 2015, but he did say that tens of millions 

(e.g. 40 or 50 or 60 million) of immigrants would set off a mass reaction 

and not one, two or three million... or that Kondylis erred in holding that 

the Kurds helped keep Turkey militarily in form, rather than holding 

Turkey back – there seems to be a valid argument by Karambelias that 

Kurdish resistance to Turkish chauvinism both within and outside of 

Turkey has made Turkey less able and willing to proceed at a quicker 

pace in its devouring, territorially, economically, culturally,... of Cyprus, 

the Aegean and its islands, Thrace, Macedonia, Epirus,... yet c. 1997, 

Kondylis may not have had available information that the U.S.A. and 

Israel were planning long term on a greater Kurdistan... the point is that 

I know of no substantial errors in his work, that his consistency and 

overall completeness is unmatched in the history of the Humanities and 

the Social Sciences and, whilst “pound for pound” he might not be the 

greatest writer/thinker of all time in the Humanities, History and the 

Social Sciences (that title probably belongs to Thucydides, Aristotle, 

(Machiavelli), (Montaigne, Hobbes, Montesquieu), Marx, (Clausewitz) 

and or Max Weber), he was undoubtedly the Greatest Heavyweight 

Champion the world has ever seen in the arenas in which he Fought and 

Polemicised against Normativism and Causal-Factual-Logical 

Inaccuracy and Inconsistency. For those of Us who know – Our Gain (at 

least intellectually-notionally and perhaps emotionally-“spiritually”). 

For those who don’t know – Stiff Cheddar! Believe in whatever Delusions 
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you want to – that’s what 99.999999999% of humans have done in all of 

human existence...  

 

 

On that question... or: just because You love Yourselves it doesn’t mean 

that Others will love You... 

When I think about, read or view a great work by “real” Russians, yes 

“real” that’s how I, but not only I, subjectively interpret what a “real” or 

“full” Russian is, like Rublev, Dostoyevsky, Tolstoy, Solzhenitsyn or 

Tarkovsky, my heart and intellect fills with Emotion and Excitement... It’s 

like calling Cavafy “an Egyptian”... yeah sure... or calling me...  

Legal Status = Nothing, Zero, Zilch before a strong (racial-)ethnic-

cultural-religious Identity... But Legal Status has very practical uses... 

and “abuses”...  

On the other hand, Nikos Engonopoulos, Stanley Kubrick,... Heinrich 

Heine, Paul Celan,... and, perhaps to a lesser extent, Roza Eshkenazy,... 

Franz Kafka, Stefan Zweig,... are artists I admire greatly... Al Jolson, J. 

von Sternberg, The Marx Brothers, The Three Stooges, Ernst Lubitsch, 

Jerry Lewis,... The Old Testament (Pentateuch; Torah; Septuagint)... 

too... let alone a whole range of thinkers and other artists, I’ve mentioned 

elsewhere... and geopolitical co-operation with Israel is a completely 

different (even perhaps necessary for survival) matter... 

Awake people recognise both Facts and Quality wherever it may come 

from... 
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Awake people understand that everyone has his Identity and to a lesser or 

greater extent wants to defend it and cultivate it and perhaps even impose 

it... 

Asleep people are blind people living in Darkness and Narcissism... 

 

IN short: I only care about anti-Hellenism. Anti-Semitism is not my 

problem. I’ve never met a Semite who cared about Anti-Hellenism or 

about the multiple Anti-Hellenic Holocausts (nor would I ever expect to 

meet one)... Anti-Semitism is your problem... I only care about 

Hellenic/Greek (or perhaps other non-Greek but Eastern Christian 

Orthodox) holocausts... Other holocausts are not my problem; they are 

or are not your problem... there have been literally dozens if not 

Hundreds or Thousands or... of Holocausts, mass killings, mass 

exterminations, massacres, (partial) Genocides,... throughout History 

inflicted on many, many, many different Peoples... Your Museums and 

their purported exclusivity and uniqueness is DISGUSTING, apart from 

the fact YOU are using a Word not Yours – which doesn’t bother me 

personally, but somehow doesn’t seem “right”... YOU are not Humanity, 

ANIMALS!!! – millions (and probably millions) of non-Jewish youth have 

read or been “taught” about your problems, when many many many 

more millions and millions and millions of non-Jews have been 

slaughtered throughout all of history, with hardly anything, 

comparatively speaking, said about them!!!! WHO THE FUCK ARE 

YOU??? 

Under a certain regime... As if I’d risk my life to save your life... only 

exceptional people, or exceptionally Stupid People, do such things, and 

that’s a small minority... 
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As if Hebraic history and discourse is not rife with Anti-Hellenism and 

Anti-Gentile Stances in General!!! (That’s your prerogative and you have 

your Reasons, but don’t forget other Groups have their prerogatives and 

their Reasons TOO!!!) 

“Shock Corridor”... Samuel Fuller... Freud Sigmund shoe in da poo 

“Totem and Taboo”... 

“Humanity”, if it existed (clue: it doesn’t really exist except in 

comparison to non-human animals; but ideologically-mythically, i.e. in 

the service of particularistic ends, it certainly exists), does not care more 

about your problems than my problems... to say “humanity” is concerned 

more with your problems than with my problems, shows what 

“humanity” is...  

One can’t be particularistic for too long, and get away with it... 

Others want to be particularistic too! 

Others have identities, including very, very strong identities, and know 

their people’s History in detail, too!!! 

You don’t have a monopoly on grief and mourning!!!!! 

You won’t control my thought! 

You won’t control my narrative! 

Facts are Facts. 

Pointing out Facts is pointing out Facts. 

Wrong causal interpretations of Facts are wrong causal interpretations 

of Facts. 

I understand that you want to have your museums. 
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I care not for your museums.  

I want to enjoy or grieve in my museums... 

Someone is “anti-” something for a reason and because he is “pro-” 

something else. 

Everyone has their reasons... (remembering the much beloved and adored 

Jean Renoir and his motion pictures)... 

If a particular ethnic and or religious group has been treated badly, 

unfairly, etc., maybe that particular group should not have been where it 

was in the first place or that that ethnic and or religious group as a whole 

or in part was not exactly innocent (it’s very interesting e.g. to look into 

the reasons why Stalin supported the creation of a particular State in the 

Middle East... or that a certain Jacob Schiff might (not) have had some 

kind of (financial?) relationship with Trotsky,... and that Trotsky’s 

nephew Samuel Bronston produced Anthony Mann’s at times silly but 

overall very good, very underrated epic “The Fall of the Roman Empire” 

(1964)...),... or maybe history teaches that various groups of people are 

treated badly, unfairly, etc., in a whole range of contexts and situations... 

(Stalin wasn’t exactly “nice” to whole range of ethnic minorities whom 

he forcibly transferred and or imprisoned, tortured, worked to death,... 

incl. Greeks...)... that’s called Reality... and Reality says... if you don’t 

and can’t get organised, in order to defend yourself (incl. to attack and or 

subdue and or conquer others) and survive...  

GO! Or suffer the consequences...! 

That’s what Reality says... [history is littered with innumerable examples 

of people from All Walks of Life being Nasty, Violent, Murderous: one 

example of a series of confrontations and wars, which many people may 

not know about, is from the period 66-136 A.D., and without going into 
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who was “right” and who was “to blame” etc., all sides apparently 

committed atrocities (= The Jewish–Roman wars include the following: 

• First Jewish–Roman War (66–73 CE) — also called the First 

Jewish Revolt or the Great Jewish Revolt, spanning from the 66 CE 

insurrection, through the 67 CE fall of the Galilee, the destruction 

of Jerusalem and the Second Temple and institution of the Fiscus 

Judaicus in 70 CE, and finally the fall of Masada in 73 CE. 

• Kitos War (115–117 CE) — known as the "Rebellion of the Exile" 

and sometimes called the Second Jewish–Roman War. 

Massive civilian 

casualties with some 

areas utterly 

annihilated, 460,000+ 

Roman citizens 

(largely Roman 

Greeks) killed in 

Cyrene and Cyprus 

alone and unknown 

numbers 

in Aegyptus, Libya and 

the rest of the Eastern 

Mediterranean 

Jewish 

communities 

of Cyprus, 

Cyrene and 

possibly others 

completely 

depopulated 

and 

permanently 

expelled to the 

eastern edges 

of the Empire 

(mainly Judea) 

 

• Bar Kokhba revolt (132–136 CE) — also called the Second 

Jewish–Roman War (when Kitos War is not counted), or the Third 

(when the Kitos War is counted).)] 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Jewish%E2%80%93Roman_War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiscus_Judaicus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiscus_Judaicus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kitos_War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Greece
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Greece
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Egypt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Libya
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eastern_Mediterranean
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eastern_Mediterranean
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Judea_(Roman_province)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bar_Kokhba_revolt
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[Interesting source of information, even if not fully correct, the general 

state of the facts is a matter for any Observer of Human Affairs in 

particular countries (I have no opinion about the non-factual 

recommendations – it is up to the Peoples and their Politicians in every 

country concerned if they want to do anything about... and of course we 

know that “doing” does not necessarily mean achieving anything 

“positive”...: https://ideasanddata.wordpress.com/2018/04/24/the-jewish-

question-an-empirical-examiniation/ ] 

[I don’t think anyone in their right mind could seriously say the Friedrich 

Nietzsche was “dumb”, or was incapable of making telling 

observations... I wonder why Nietzsche liked to emphasise the Will to 

Power of a particular Tribe and the weakness he saw in another Group 

of People (Herd, Rabble) who had proclaimed and put in practice “God 

is Dead”. I wonder what Nietzsche saw in particular Group Behaviour 

which aroused his interest... such Group having a Representative of one 

form or another at every point of the Political Spectrum, from the Far 

Left to the Far Right... very interesting that... very, very interesting... it 

also seems to me that Nietzsche was largely responding to the 

massification and atomisation of his era, and was forgetting that 

Christianity for many centuries, particularly up to even more than a 

millennium before his own life, displayed (a) very strong Tribal-like 

Will(s) to Power...] 

[Two of the Absolutely Greatest Artists-((Social) Psychologists) of All 

Time and of All Cultures, Wagner and Dostoyevsky, and a whole host of 

other (lesser but nonetheless) very important, even great creators, 

thinkers, historians,... from Cicero and Tacitus to Diderot, Voltaire, Kant, 

precursor of Chartism, farmer-peasant Radical William Cobbett (1763-

1835) and Dickens to T.S. Eliot, Pound (who “just happened” to be 

https://ideasanddata.wordpress.com/2018/04/24/the-jewish-question-an-empirical-examiniation/
https://ideasanddata.wordpress.com/2018/04/24/the-jewish-question-an-empirical-examiniation/
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“insane” because he had inter alia in part wrong/in part right 

ethnocentric or ethno-racial views and defined A, B, and C, and, X, Y, 

and Z as “traitors”, whereas he was and could ever ONLY be the ONLY 

possible “traitor”), and Solzhenitsyn,… even the SuperCapitalist Henry 

Ford… “just happened” to be, to varying degrees, “anti-S*****c”... and 

apart from the more than 100 regions or countries that have Expelled 

THEM,... there could not possibly be any basis whatsoever for such 

“Prejudice” because The Tribe is ALWAYS INNOCENT, ALWAYS A 

VICTIM, ALWAYS CLEAN, NEVER DOES WRONG, NEVER 

EXERCISES FORMS OF POWER, NEVER CONTROLS, NEVER KILLS, 

NEVER RAPES, NEVER TORTURES, NEVER CELEBRATES 

VICTORIES IN AN ABSOLUTELY RACIST, BIASSED AND 

DISCRIMINATORY FASHION AGAINST AND OVER OTHER TRIBES 

(CULTURES, RELIGIONS, NATIONS, RACES, etc.)... Never engages in 

common human behaviour such as usury, deceit, exploitation, 

oppression,… incl. mass avoidance of paying taxes, like others, as well as 

the ancient in origin hoarding of untaxed and unknown to the outside 

world wealth in places of worship,... often whilst crying “poor” in older 

non-conspicuous consumption generations now dying out..., as occurred 

and occurs also in the case of other ancient peoples, and of course today 

amongst other peoples too... and as if non-Tribal peoples, incl. those 

mentioned above, did not have THEIR OWN TRIBES and own 

IDENTITIES (Collective and personal) which CLASHED with The 

Tribe… [And not to forget: St. John Chrysostom, St. Gregory of Nyssa,… 

et al.,… Thessalonians Α (2: 14-15), etc.,… because they obviously 

couldn’t have referred to something which contained even a little bit of 

truth, because they were pre-“Enlightenment” “racists” and/or “racist” 

texts…] 
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Oh! FUCK OFF!!!... IT IS HUMAN NATURE, IMBECILES!!! for 

everyone to support ONE’S OWN TRIBE, however DEFINED... unless 

one is a drug-fucked, atomised Zombie and Moron... so FUCK OFF!!!,... 

and FUCK OFF, again!!!] 

[Extreme, Extremist and Super Supremacist pro-Zionist or simply 

Extreme pro-Semitic HATE (LOVE) ORGANISATIONS like the ?.?.?.?. 

or ?.?.?., are ONLY INTERESTED in increasing THEIR OWN and or 

Jewish/Zionist Influence and Power and decreasing relatively WHITE 

CHRISTIAN or non-Jewish Influence and Power... It’s as simple as 

THAT... and of course it’s done in the name of HUMANITY, whilst 

unilaterally!!! defining what HATE and LOVE are... in an absolutely 

BIASSED manner THAT SUITS their AGENDAS (as if they don’t SPEW 

HATRED towards relatively White Christians on a CONSTANT 

BASIS!!!)... It is of course perfectly NATURAL and UNDERSTANDABLE 

that such pro-Zionist or pro-Semitic HATE (LOVE) ORGANISATIONS 

should take such STANCES, BUT DON’T EXPECT THAT ALL NON-

JEWS, or Jews, are ASLEEP... (??t e.g. is also very much pro-Zionist, 

pro-Israel, which of course is its prerogative and right, but as a website 

is seems to have a greater appreciation of free speech, border protection, 

traditional family values, gun/defence of person and property rights, etc., 

than the aforementioned relatively extremist and supremacist HATE 

(LOVE) pro-Zionist organisations, which ??t views as “left-wing”,... 

though I am not sure ??t applies free speech to all matters involving 

Foreign Policy... so in reality it’s just another means of ensuring 

Protestant and Gentile Loyalty to the Tribe ÜBER ALLES, whilst 

pretending to be “Opposition”...)... [Read what is alleged as what 

happens when a Jazz-playing person of particular ethnological and or 

racial and or religious attributes and or background, probably of at the 
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very least some decency and with some at least dedication to Truth as 

Facts more or less (nearly) fully presented, says “things” (whether true 

or not is not for me to know, and I make no assertion WHATSOEVER as 

to who is right and who is wrong, and personally I would always and will 

fully respect and abide by any Court Decision, Judgment, Outcome... 

which eventuates... etc.) about someone who (perhaps is of a similar 

background of the Jazz Man and) probably or in actual fact is an 

outstanding citizen, person and human being, and seems to be inclined, 

apart from supporting a particular group, perhaps in the name of 

“humanity” or “universalism” or even “the common good” – if I am not 

(grossly) mistaken, and always as a matter of Law, through the Courts – 

with or without “” (I’m not sure), on defining bindingly at least as 

regards himself, as is his right and prerogative, if not, Heaven forbid!? 

Heaven permit!?, for everyone else, what “freedom of speech” is or 

amounts to, what “opinions” are or should be known as, strictly 

legally,... http://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/2018/3/16/gilad-atzmon-needs-

your-immediate-support ... and whilst “truth, justice and the Right Way” 

may not always prevail in the End, at least it is, by being through the 

Courts, “Kosher”, i.e. legal... and whatever happens outside of the Courts, 

and a lot if not nearly most or all things happen outside of the Courts, 

may or may not be strictly speaking “Legit”, but that is outside of the 

Courts... and ultimately, Darwin seems to have made some very telling 

points, probably also (very much?) applicable to humans... (by the way, 

when peoples of the formerly relatively indigenous, native and or settler-

colonising White Christian and or Secular and or Agnostic and or Atheist 

populations of the West are subjected to mass Other People crimes, incl. 

mass rapes, assaults, home invasions, violence, murder,... is that not a 

form of EXTREME ANTI-GENTILISM, and why would a non-Semite in 

his right mind GIVE A SHIT about “anti-Semitism” when Semites, many 

http://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/2018/3/16/gilad-atzmon-needs-your-immediate-support
http://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/2018/3/16/gilad-atzmon-needs-your-immediate-support
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of them at least, apart from the fact of not even being 0.5% of the U.K.’s 

population, do not GIVE A SHIT about, or based on some interpretations, 

even encourage (I’m not saying that, but others do) forms of (Extreme) 

Anti-Gentilism?...)... [also, e.g. c. March 2018 “much ado and noise” over 

“anti-Semitism” in the British Labour Party – which apparently is going 

to lose a “Jewish donor”... why on earth would a trade union/workers’ 

party need to have an extremely rich “Jewish donor”? (“only action, not 

words can purge this evil” (= “The Observer View” along with related 

headlilne in “The Jewdian”, sorry, The (erstwhile of Manchester) 

????dian)) –, is much, much more prominent in the print and television 

news (when, as mentioned, Jews are only about 0.5% of the U.K.’s 

population) than (new) revelations of Mass Rape of white (of Christian 

descent) children by (largely or exclusively) Asian and or Mohammedan 

“grooming gang” Savages (Telford)... [– not to mention Israel killing 

about 16 Palestinians... –], who apparently were encouraged to enter into 

the U.K. and Europe en masse incl. by prominent people of a particular 

Group with GROSSLY DISPROPORTIONATE forms of power and 

influence... (and, yes, we know that white Christian, and Hebrew, and 

African, and Buddhist, and Hindu, and yellow Asian, and... MEN (can) 

commit Mass Rape as (grooming gang) Savages TOO!!!)...]... Are you 

People logically and conceptually OK? Are you SO autistic, and grossly 

disproportionate not only in your actual relative possession of forms of 

Power, but also in your mental perspectives and mental health and 

consequently so Egomaniacal that you think the world Revolves only 

around YOU? (That you are FULLY HUMAN can be seen by your 

EXTEME LUST FOR (InGroup) (forms of) POWER)... and EXTREME 

TRIBALISM...)... [I wonder why Tony Blair was so, so, so moved and 

upset about “anti-Semitism” in the British Labour Party... I wonder with 

whom Tony made his many, many, many millions,... in addition to 
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governing... I wonder who played a major role in bringing many of the 

“anti-Semites” into the U.K. in the first place...]...]... on the other hand, 

the problem with people like “Prof. Family Restaurant” and “Dr. Duck 

of Death” (no offence meant to anyone! just being “funny” whilst being 

serious! a member of the opposition to the aforesaid could e.g. in the 

spirit of satire be called “Sneaky Two-Faced Citizen Extremely Ugly 

Beady-Eyed Big Hook Nose” and I could be described as “Awfully Stupid 

Thick-as-a-Brick Repulsive Farting Fatso Full of Shit”) is that they 

identify MANY TRUTHS... BUT ALSO (tend to) MONOCAUSALLY and 

or MONODIMENSIONALLY and (not infrequently) INCORRECTLY 

explain and or present “Jewish” Power WHILST NOT (fully) (always) 

ADEQUATELY UNDERSTANDING and or SUFFICIENTLY TAKING 

INTO ACCOUNT that Jews often don’t agree amongst themselves, and 

that the lead up to secular anti-Christian Western Mass Democracy was 

and is happening sociologically-historically ANYWAY over many 

centuries (with roots going back to the Late Middle Ages, at least in 

Philosophy, but also in (pre-)(early-)capitalistic economic development), 

notwithstanding that Jews are often over-represented, understandably so, 

in anti-Christian (post)modernistic CHANGE, at least over the last 100 

or 200 years (post Napoleon)... there is a huge epistemological and 

factual and causal problem of attributing social change in (grossly) 

reductionist fashion to ideas and ideologies rather than seeing history as 

a sociologically DYNAMIC PROCESS at many levels of confluence and 

influence with INTERACTIONS between multiple social, economic, 

political, ideological,... factors... moreover, the said holder of a Ph.D. 

and Professor, et al., have no Realistic or Sensible Proposal for the meta-

development of present-day society, nor can or do they (adequately) 

explain the massive support and acceptance that white Christians, 

Agnostics and Atheists have shown for all the tremendous changes in 
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values, mores, manners, etc. taking place in the West for more than 100 

years now, but particularly over the last 60 or so years… at the End of 

the Day any “Regime of Slavery” cannot survive over the very long run 

just by using the Whip or Stick... the slaves at some point have to accept 

their positions too, and accept, in one way or another, to a greater or 

lesser extent, the legitimacy, authority and dominance of those who are 

their Masters or in the position of their (partial) Masters... the Masters, 

though, have a duty to e.g. keep supplying the Carrot, i.e. keep the 

Regime of Mass Consumption going for everyone or for most, otherwise 

things – and they (should, probably) know this (and if they forget the non-

Tribal Masters are there to remind them) – could get very, very, very 

NASTY... the Removal of an “Enemy Tribe”, whilst it might, but by no 

means necessarily, be Aesthetically (Culturally? Psychologically? ...?) 

Pleasing (why would a non-Tribesmen want his Tribe’s elites to consist 

grossly disproportionately of Other Tribal elites? Why on earth do anti-

imperialistic struggles take place throughout the Ages but to remove a 

perceived foreign – right or wrong – element from the circle of national 

and or ethnic (Tribal) elites?),... still can’t and WILL NEVER stop 

Humans Competing Against, Oppressing and Exploiting One Another, 

etc., etc., etc.… nor do the aforesaid Knowers take into consideration the 

Cataclysmic GeoPolitical and GeoEcomic Shifts Occurring from the 

relative West to the relative East… [any social phenomenon, like Jewish 

disproportionate power in the U.S.A. or Chinese disproportionate power 

in Malaysia or Indian in Fiji, etc., etc., etc.,... can be studied like all other 

social phenomena, and the mechanisms of ideological concealment or 

obfuscation of such (forms of) power can also be studied and exposed... 

that’s where science, strictly speaking, STOPS.... though value-free, non-

normative science could suggest if x, y, z were to happen, a, b, c might be 

possible consequences... what can be said with certainty is that ALL 
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power crystallisations in Groups (which themselves can change not 

insignificantly over time, whilst still maintaining certain distinguishing 

features), will eventually die out, BUT, the “dying out” might occur well 

after the lives of those who want the “dying out” to take place, and such 

“dying out” could be caused largely by factors, forces and actors the 

“haters” had not even considered as a possibility in playing a significant 

causal role in the “dying out”...]... Prof. P. Gottfried, because he has a 

much better grounding in sociology and history, understands such issues 

much better... [the question of the highly disproportionate number of 

Bolsheviks being Jews and the occurrence of the Russian Revolution is 

probably trickier, at least at first glance, but again, there were very 

strong Russian Socialistic-Anarchistic Currents for decades before 1917, 

and all one can really do is to state the fact that it happened that many in 

the Bolshevik leadership were Jews (and understandably so, given that 

they were always or usually Outsiders and Discriminated against by the 

Ruling Class in Russia, who, by the way, quite understandably would and 

did Discriminate against an out-Group like the Jews, especially since 

Russian elites treated their own fellow Orthodox Russians at times with 

great cruelty...)... Hence, we should NOT draw any verifiable 

(MONO)CAUSAL CONCLUSIONS between the Bolshevik Revolution 

and Jewry, given that a whole range of factors played their part, 

including The Great War, the Russian Socialist-Communist movement as 

a whole, the pathetic to stupid political behaviour of the Russian ruling 

political class, the Kronstadt Sailors, etc., etc., etc.,... THE OTHER 

CRUCIAL QUESTION IS: without the (disproportionately Jew-led and 

or “Jew-participating”) Bolshevik Revolution and the Rapid 

Industrialisation of especially the 1930s, including the “Holodomor” 

(1932-1933), could Russia, as represented by the Soviet Union, have 

Defended itself and Survived the German (Hitler-Nazi) onslaught of the 
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1940s? And the answer is probably NOT… SO…]... Kondylis, if I’m not 

mistaken, only ever refers to Jews/Semitism twice (apart from references 

to individuals in the context of the history of ideas etc., Spinoza, Marx, et 

al.) in Konservativismus (S. 392 = σ. 452 (Greek edition)) regarding the 

„unersättlichen Gewinnsucht des Kapitalismus“ [“insatiable greed of 

capitalism”] and «usure» [“usury”] with the attendant „antisemitische 

Töne (Rothschild etc.)“ [“anti-Semitic tones (slurs, insults, aspersions)”] 

in referring to the Frenchmen Fouque d’Arles and Tudesq... (+ S. 468 = 

σ. 542 (Greek edition)) regarding the Frenchman Maurras and 

““Jewish” high finance” („jüdischen“ Hochfinanz)... In his article on 

the German Sonderweg, Kondylis REFERS NOT to Jews/Semitism but to 

“the offence of genocide”, which of course took place... Again, of course, 

Germany c. 1980 to c. 2000 was, owing to very tragic for Jews, historical 

reasons, relatively Jew-free,... and not a place to discuss the “Jewish 

Question”, if there is one,... unlike the U.S.A., where polite and elite 

society includes very many Jews (in tremendous disproportion to their 

overall percentage of the population, probably owing to BOTH superior 

(mean) intelligence and superior networking), and such questions are 

simply never or hardly ever referred to...]... [We also note that in Weimer 

Germany, in the Germany of mass unemployment and mass poverty and 

in the Germany burdened with massive over-the-top WW1 war 

reparations, and millions of Germans living outside of the German state, 

certain Tribesmen GROSSLY DISPROPORTIONATELY were relatively 

FILTHY RICH owners of Banks, Heavy Industries, Mass Media, 

prominent Academics,... so it should not be a surprise that the 

MONSTROSITY that eventuated, EVENTUATED!!!]... [I wonder why 

Kubrick couldn’t stand Hollywood – if that is so; ditto: Orson Welles,... 

why Eyes Wide Shut is consistently underrated (I love Sydney Pollack’s 

performance...), why Scorsese’s Casino is constantly underrated 
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compared to Goodfellas, why Leone’s Once Upon a Time in America is 

constantly underrated compared to The Godfather... I wonder why... Of 

course, these matters are all subjective, but no-one can seriously tell me 

that the craftsmanship in Eyes Wide Shut is lower than in Full Metal 

Jacket or Leone is of a lower artistic film-making class than Coppola... 

GET REAL... Control the Narrative, etc., etc., etc....] [Also, re: the so-

called “Dreyfus Affair”, I have no doubt whatsoever that a Jew could 

have been just as good a French patriot as a Catholic Frenchman, and 

that «laïcité» is or is not just as valid a principle of state organization 

vis-à-vis religion… as (more, relatively) theocratic models… every case 

has to be examined individually and specifically… BUT what seems to be 

lacking is a survey and mention of what percentage of the French 

population at the time was Jewish and what percentage of Rich People, 

Academics,… Owners of the Mass Media, Banks, etc.,… were Jewish, and 

whether any disproportionate over-representation of Jews in positions of 

Power could have lead to a backlash by non-Jews BECAUSE the 

perception of “fairness, proportionality, fraternity, equality, etc.” was 

being GROSSLY VIOLATED… it DEFINITELY DOES NOT “move me” 

when particular injustices are given relative prominence over other 

injustices which are PROPORTIONATELY and QUANTITATIVELY FAR 

GREATER!!!]  

[This is interesting – I am not even an amateur historian re: Germany of 

the first half of the twentieth century – all I can do is expand on what 

Kondylis wrote: both Communism and National Socialism contributed 

with mass violence to the further massification and atomisation and 

urbanisation of society, setting the stage for, or constituting, “extreme” 

types of mass democracy, which had developed in e.g. England and 

France “more smoothly” as “normal mass societies” for at least a few 
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decades or up to a century or more before than in Germany or Russia, as 

the case may be... 

“… this entire myth, so prevalent then and even now about Hitler, and about 
the Japanese, is a tissue of fallacies from beginning to end. Every plank in 
this nightmare evidence is either completely untrue or not entirely the truth. 
If people should learn this intellectual fraud about Hitler’s Germany, then 
they will begin to ask questions, and searching questions…” 

Murray Rothbard, Revisionism for Our Time 
 

Mr. Rothbard was an American Jew and a historian of the very highest 
calibre. 

http://mises.org/daily/2592      
 

Also very interesting is (allegedly and or self-proclaimed) Christian 

born and raised, former supporter of an extreme political Tendency, 

but now Orthodox Jew convert (after apparently listening to and 

arguing with a certain talk-show host while being very ill for a 

number of years!!!) ?. ?., who talks to “alt-righters”, “white 

nationalists and identitarians”, or “neo-Nazis” et al., and explains 

his dislike or even hatred for mainstream or “left-wing” or “neo-

con” Jews, or more particularly their elites, who promote the various 

“lifestyle choices” of Western mass democracies, as well as “open 

borders” etc., etc., etc.... and he rightly points out that prime 

responsibility for allowing 1.8% of the population to have such 

disproportionate influence on politics and policy (incl. e.g. being 

able to telephone Prime Ministers of various Western countries 

straight from one’s cell phone!!!) are the (once) vast or great 

majority of Whites, who with agency, have consented or actively 

supported all the societal change of recent decades (including in 

countries such as Sweden with relatively few Jews) and are not 

“adapting” to survive in the current and coming “environment” – 

and supports or is in favour of “whatever it takes, including 

genocide, for white people to take control of their own destiny, to 

survive”... = generally, obviously leaving aside the “genocide” 

comment, at first glance, might seem like a sensible and Common 

Sense kind of thinker, who acknowledges basic facts, has a 

“traditional” moral code re: family, sexuality, etc.,... but is obviously 

not non-normative... though I don’t think supporting genocide is very 

nice, “fair” or sensible... even though we know that genocide and or 

at least mass killings have happened and will always happen 

throughout human history, and are part of the process of Power-

http://mises.org/daily/2592
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Civilisational Projection and Survival... so really it might seem quite 

obvious to some people, rightly or wrongly, Mr. ?. is a “Talmudic 

Deep State Double Agent” of Sorts, or more simply the “Devil in 

Disguise” who sets up a “Far-Right Winger” to Go on Record to Say 

that “There should be Genocide of X, Y, Z”, as well as asking the 

usual questions about “growing up” and “background” to “psycho-

pathologise” the individual being interviewed, without the 

interviewee “noticing”. Nice Bloke, Mr. ?., though his interlocutors 

are definitely not necessarily any better... or smarter... When the 

Devil goes into battle with the Devil, the Devil wins... (in a later 

interview with a well-known, relatively well-read interviewee of the 

“Alt-Right” or “White Nationalism/White Identitarianism” (who 

even referred to Reinhart Koselleck and “Critique and Crisis” and 

the irrational basis of State power which secures a real-world 

framework for “rational” “liber(al)(atrian)ism”, and who also 

makes a lot of mistakes and is naive about many theoretical and 

practical political matters), “friendly” Mr. ?. tried to corner the 

interviewee into admitting he was “connotatively, but not 

denotatively” a supporter of national socialism and Hitler, when all 

serious historians know that the “bio-centric world view”, the “bio-

cultural concept of race”, “the life and death struggle for survival”, 

“the aristocratic principle” or “the dangers of miscegenation” etc. 

were predominant or in existence as ideas and political policies and 

programmes for decades, centuries or even millennia before Hitler, 

and contemporaneously with (or even after) Hitler, and were shared 

by many, many representatives and supporters, in one dose or 

another, of British, French, American parliamentarianism and or 

constitutionalism and or “democracy” and or Imperialism 

(Colonialism) and or (Hyper-)Nationalism and (Super) Crude 

Raci(ali)sm etc.!!! What a Snake!!!)... When the Devil goes into battle 

with the Devil, the Devil wins... – The interviewee however, because 

he is not dumb (though it seemed he was not fully “switched on”), 

did pick up on what the interviewer was getting at... and told him he 

did not like it!!!... HaHaHaHaHa!!!] [A professor of physics, 

William Pierce, was obviously not a “stupid person”, but he seems to 

have engaged in activity which consumed all of his life to absolutely 

no avail. What was the point? Unless he knew it was all futile, and 

just wanted “for fuck’s sake” to play that game, or unless he wasn’t 

what he said he was? If it’s not the latter, then as a physicist he 

lacked a complete (as possible) knowledge of History (Sociology, 

Social Ontology) and Man, and could not work out that what he 

Hated (or Loved) would Fall one Day, but not by His Hands... by 

Other Hands... and perhaps quite some Time after when he Expected 
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it to FALL...] [F. P. Yockey, with his understanding of the Soviet 

Union/Russia under Stalin post-WW2 as not that “under the 

influence of...”, had, to some extent at least, fairly prescient insights 

into certain matters of world affairs... perhaps even with a prophetic 

quality... also, “cultural syphilis” – a most unscientific, value-loaded 

and tribally biassed term, which nonetheless, from a particular point 

of view, is nothing short of brilliant in encapsulating where we are at 

and with whom...] [?. ?. might be a “great guy” who is a “true 

defender of Freedom of Speech” but the reality is IS THAT his site is 

(perhaps or certainly), inter alia, and whether he knows it or not, 

simply a huge DataBase of People who make all kinds of arguments 

(for and) against Jews, for (and against) Russia, and that way the 

State and or Tribal Panopticon and or Real Eye in the Sky know(s) 

exactly who is writing and or thinking what... Well Done Fellas!!! 

Well Done Wise Guys!!! HahahahahaHa!!!] [This might not be 

totally and absolutely true, though based on evidence very easily 

observable, it is definitely NOT totally and absolutely FALSE... 

“Jewish control of the major media in the media age makes enforced silence both 
paradoxical and paralysing. Survival in public life requires that you know all 
about it but never refer to it. 

A hypocritical etiquette forces us to pretend that the Jews are powerless victims; 
and if you don’t respect their victimhood, they’ll destroy you.” 

—- Joseph Sobran] 

[Gottfried more or less, grosso modo, on the money: 

http://www.theamericanconservative.com/articles/remaking-the-

world-in-the-neoconservative-image/] 

[WikiPedia etc., whilst useful up to a point, is Resplendent with 

grossly selectively “Factual” articles and Gross 

Misrepresentations, Obfuscations, etc. of Reality, particularly 

with regard to any matter a particular Group of People or Tribe 

thinks needs to be “Narrative Controlled” – post-modernism is all 

about narratives, perspectivity, relativity, BUT when it comes to 

matters of perceived and or real Interests, the FUN STOPS, and 

the CONTROL starts and GRIPS... – this of course is a 

phenomenon which occurs to varying degrees in ALL SOCIETIES 

with or without THEM... and because they know it, THEY feel even 

more emboldened to “be everywhere”, “across the whole 

spectrum”... as long as it’s “KOSHER (or NOT)”... one way or 

another, in certain countries, THEY are THERE... everywhere 

(almost or as far as possible) where there is “real or lots of” 

MONEY, POWER, DOMINANCE, AUTHORITY,... they’ll even get 

http://www.theamericanconservative.com/articles/remaking-the-world-in-the-neoconservative-image/
http://www.theamericanconservative.com/articles/remaking-the-world-in-the-neoconservative-image/
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you Polanski to make that masterpiece “Rosemary’s Baby” with 

my fellow Tribesman Cassavetes in collusion with Ruth Gordon, 

Ralph Bellamy et al., written by Ira Levin, and apparently one of 

Kubrick’s favourite films – I wonder why?!!! – taking the Mickey 

out of themselves whilst also telling us in our faces “Take that 

YOU ANIMALS!!!”... and if you don’t join us, YOU ARE OUT!!!... 

Hahahaha!!!... what can one do but laugh along with them, even if 

they are Aesthetically Absolutely Disgusting to Look At and to 

Listen to!!! Hahahaha!!!... Chinaman Study Very Wisely Way of 

the West and Who Running IT, and Because Patient, Bides His 

Time, until China, essentially = Tribal Han China = Ready... 

Hahahahaha!!! And don’t worry my Ugly Ones, if it’s not China, 

the Ape or ... will Come after YOU, in some shape or form or one 

way or another... HahahahahaHa!!!] [Below are two comments 

from a “white identitarian or “new/alt-right” site: 

1.  
ANONYMOUS11 MARCH 2018 AT 23:59 

Pretty pathetic when Antifa degenerates, who never met a wild-eyed, AIDs infected, cannibal negro 
they didn't like, can marshal more of a presence than Spencer. Europeans don't care, because the 
working classes still have beer and TV, and the bourgeois classes still have conspicuous 
consumption. It doesn't matter how the right is packaged, the masses aren't interested. Cradle to 
grave propaganda works. Thirty pieces of silver is more than sufficient. For God's sake, what's 
more obvious than the degeneracy and inferiority of negroes? Even with children, whites don't 
care about the long-run, or the big picture. In 6 years on the alt-right scene, I've gone from self-
sacrificial optimist, to borderline sociopath who wants to see civilization burn for spite. What's the 
inspiring, optimistic end game of our civilization anyhow, Wal-Marts on galaxies far away? The 
Waffen-SS were the pinnacle of human evolution, now it's back down, oceans of sweaty, reeking, 
retarded Third World detritus, swallowing up European man and all high-culture, until nothing 
remains. But hey, at least a whole lot of whites weren't racist. Now that would be evil. 

Reply 

2.  
ANONYMOUS12 MARCH 2018 AT 10:26 

Holy shit man, your comment has made me want to put a gun in my mouth and I'm having my 
fourth white son being born today. Surely there is something worth fighting for? 

Leaving aside the linguistic style of the first comment and the 

absolutely ludicrous reference to the Waffen SS, the commentator 

actually gets to the crux of the matter, i.e. the masses in the West 

themselves have more or less and in the main agreed and agree, even 

if only passively, to the cultural revolution of the 1960s and 1970s 

and its aftereffects in the West. Without a conception of Ancestors, 

Cultural and Racial Continuity, and with a liking for “living in the 

moment, for the now” etc., the people of the West have not 

biologically and culturally reproduced themselves at sufficient levels, 

and have accepted all manner of Exoticisms and Mass Immigration 

or Invasion... and that’s that. Nor do they care if certain Members of 

a particular loose but distinct TRIBE have played a grossly 

https://alt-right-news.blogspot.com/2018/03/antifa-celebrate-as-richard-spencer.html?showComment=1520837947378#c2002193825738018483
javascript:;
https://alt-right-news.blogspot.com/2018/03/antifa-celebrate-as-richard-spencer.html?showComment=1520875583523#c3219908370990443583
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disproportionate leading role in all the changes that have occurred – 

apart from the tremendous BIG MONEY wealth and BIG TIME 

political power/interest or lobby group influence ACCUMULATION 

they have been able to achieve. The second commentator with the 

children, might FIGHT, but it seems what is done is done. “Junk 

Culture”, which millions find “beautiful”, whilst seeing “High 

Culture” as totally irrelevant, perhaps even as “ugly or ridiculous”, 

goes hand in hand with the Browning and Negrifying of the West, 

and quite obviously relatively white Western Peoples and Cultures 

belong to the Past. People with Common Sense can See this quite 

clearly, and there is absolutely nothing one can do about it, apart 

from guarding what one consumes etc. in one’s own life. People of 

the Future won’t give a Shit about relatively white Cultural and or 

Racial Inheritance because hardly any or none of it will exist. It’ll all 

be unknown or completely foreign to them. That’s the Way of the 

World – and By the Way, Members of the Tribe, should not be 

Gloating and Patting Themselves on the Back. Their TURN at being 

EXTINGUISHED can come from a variety of sources, directions and 

places, many of which they may not even suspect or expect. In any 

event, their TURN WILL (eventually) COME... History and Human 

Affairs in History ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEES IT 

ABSOLUTELY!!!] [Even someone who generally makes telling 

observations and very “sensible, reasonable and seemingly realistic” 

proposals somewhere between B??????t and the “Alt-Right” claims 

he is a practising Christian, but was born a Jew... i.e. one could 

interpret that as another sign that wherever “challenges” to Power 

arise, THEY will be THERE in one form or another, and the more 

one “looks into things” the more one understands Nietzsche knew 

exactly what he was talking about in terms of Group Power 

Concentration and Crystallisation, without of course giving adequate 

or any historical-sociological context... also, this is very interesting 

(though I am not saying it is necessarily 100% or even 50% 

accurate): https://alternative-right.blogspot.com.au/2018/03/celine-

as-expression-of-jewish-power.html] [Another way of putting things 

is: Basically you have two choices: a) you go down the Middle Path 

of the Buddha or Christ, or b) you follow Satan – and Satan’s Path is 

obviously the path of preference and “choice” in our world...][So 

that explains why Kojak (my fellow Tribesman Telly Savalas) keeps 

on looking at Crocker, the very good and nice New York Jew who “is 

working for Kojak”, and whilst pointing his finger at Crocker tells 

him that everything is “Kosher”!!! HahahahaHa!!!] 
 

https://alternative-right.blogspot.com.au/2018/03/celine-as-expression-of-jewish-power.html
https://alternative-right.blogspot.com.au/2018/03/celine-as-expression-of-jewish-power.html
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[When I think of the works of Spinoza, Marx, Durkheim, Simmel, 

Husserl, E. Cassirer, M. Ginsberg, M. Bloch, Karl Löwith, G. Elton, K. 

Polanyi, R. Aron, Ernst Kantorowicz,... et al. (and of course Mahler) – 

most of whom were mostly assimilated into Western European-

Christian-Secular Culture GROSSO MODO, I see, to varying degrees 

and notwithstanding the (serious) flaws in their thought, GREAT to 

VERY GREAT to ALL-TIME GREAT THINKERS, SOCIAL 

SCIENTISTS, PHILOSOPHERS, HISTORIANS, (composers),... AND 

(almost) NOTHING ELSE!!!... Ditto: von Sternberg, Lubitsch, von 

Stroheim, Anthony Mann and Kubrick in Film (Michael Curtiz, George Cuckor, Louis B. 

Mayer, Samuel Goldwyn, Irving Thalberg, Cecil B. DeMille, David O. Selznick, Joseph L. Mankiewicz, William Wyler, Fred 

Zinnemann, Billy Wilder, Jack Benny, Lauren Bacall, Hedy Lamar, Jules Dassin (who is probably underrated and much better 

than other “bigger” names, and is artistically - see his 1940s and early to mid 1950s movies - perhaps closest to the names in 

bold above! – though “Never on Sunday” (1959), apart from some nice taverna/bouzouki scenes, is riddled with both the 

physically-aesthetically and in terms of character obscene and downright ugly Mercouri, whilst propagating the usual 

Protestant/“American” absurdity that Ancient Greece had no Continuity whatsoever in the Eastern Roman Empire 

(Byzantium)... and also whilst I wonder why Dassin the “Philhellene” didn’t make the movie as the “Jolly Whores of Tel 

Aviv”?), Otto Preminger, Stanley Donen, Sidney Lumet, Jerry Lewis, Peter Ustinov, Roman Polanski, Woody Allen, Mel Brooks, 

Don Adams, Gene Wilder, [Richard Pryor], Bob Dylan, Rob Reiner, the Coen Brothers,... The Marx Brothers, The Three 

Stooges,… George Gershwin, Benny Goodman, Glenn Miller,... were (very) talented too, but nothing like those in bold, of course 

absolutely subjectively seen – they are in another CLASS… it is nonetheless very interesting that most, if not all, of the 

aforementioned were (much) more “American” than “Jewish”, given that they worked in an era of relatively strong racially 

(and Christian-)based ethno-nationalism, and that most of the most talented and greatest directors of American Cinema – John 

Ford, Orson Welles, Douglas Sirk, Howard Hawks, Alfred Hitchcock, Nicholas Ray, Martin Scorcese, Fritz Lang, Buster Keaton, 

Charles Chaplin, Frank Capra, John Huston, D. Lean, F.F. Coppola, D.W. Griffith, F.W. Murnau, Preston Sturges, Peckinpah, 

V. Minnelli, Frank Borzage, King Vidor, Robert Altman,… were not Jewish!... and Anthony Mann’s and Kubrick’s brilliance and 

their masterpieces were clearly not “Jewish” – Mann’s James Stewart Westerns = total masterpieces, were absolutely within the 

Anglo-American-centric world, whereas von Sternberg, von Stroheim and Kubrick left us movies which at certain points have 

clear social-ontological interest, beyond all races, colours and creeds... Lubitsch in many ways was “very Jewish” – but we love 

him anyway, because he was BRILLIANT, pure and simple, Jewish or NOT!!!... [by the way, I actually think that Σακελλάριος 

and Τζαβέλλας were greater than Lubitsch, or at least on a par with Lubitsch, but that will never be known beyond the small 

modern Greek world which is very quickly now dying out…])... END OF STORY!!!]... [No-one in 

their right mind would ever deny that Heine, Proust, Freud, Kafka, Mandelstam, 

Zweig, Canetti,... Buber, M. Mauss, von Mises, G. Gurvitch, N. Elias, E. Goffman, L. 

Strauss, M. Rothbard, Lewis A. Coser, various members of the Frankfurt School, 

Alfred Schütz, I. Berlin, K. Popper, Blau, Lipset, Thomas Kuhn, et al. are (very) great, 

or at least interesting, authors, thinkers (some of whom set the scene for, or 

established, either “Left” (“cultural Marxist”) and “Right” (“neocon”) theories, 

both one way or another ultimately in support of (anglophone) American GeoPolitical 
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and Cultural Imperialism, including the scientifically totally wrong or even inane 

conception of “(liberal) democracy”...), ... but there are literally dozens and dozens 

and dozens of very good to very great Greek authors and thinkers of the 19th and 20th 

centuries, the vast majority totally unknown outside of the Greek-speaking world 

(listed in my “Matter of (Personal) Taste” PDF), and because life is short,...] 

  

 

My wife and I (“dirty, greazy, greazeball WOGS”, in the era of “sticks 

and stones may break my bones, but names will...”  – we fully understand 

why we were called that BECAUSE we should never have been 

TRAPPED where we were TRAPPED in the first place!), have worked 

many years in, or dealt extensively with, business, the legal system, health 

care, property, banking and finance, etc., in a former very Anglo-centric 

country and have experienced first-hand up to extremely aggressive, 

intimidatory, conspiratorial (a group of THEM, after using one of us, 

actually ganged up against one of us, ascribed Blame to one of us when 

THEY were fully and absolutely to BLAME, and called the Media to... or 

e.g. get a drug addict to put nails in one’s car’s tyres etc. just because 

they want you to leave from the house you’ve just purchased next door to 

one of their Supreme Monkey Leaders, or simply because you are in 

“their” suburb, even though “everyone has the right...” or... fully tribally 

with tribal real-estate agents refusing to sell land and house, without of 

course explicitly saying so, at auction, to a non-Tribal purchaser, and 

thereafter selling the property, totally illegally, amongst themselves,... or 

making sure largely Italian and Irish neighbourhoods in e.g. New York 

are “de-segregated” whilst keeping Tribal Quarters relatively or totally 

free of Blacks... or promise to come to an agreement over x but just 

before settling a matter go on a full attack re: y... etc., etc., etc.,... and... 
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apart from insisting time and again that one of us “must” abandon our 

Religion and Traditions and Inherited Identity and accede to their 

Satanic Bestial Death Cult etc.,...), i.e. stand-over, gangster-style 

discrimination not only from the dominant group but from certain other 

(members of) smaller groups who wield grossly disproportionate 

influence compared to their total percentage of the total population (incl. 

e.g. making sure an autopsy prescribed by the Law does not go ahead 

because a certain phone call was made that “the matter” must remain 

intra-tribal, etc., etc., etc.)... that’s Reality, that’s Life (we too have 

repeatedly favoured members of our own Group when that did not go 

against our personal Interests, etc.), and we are glad we have no need for 

such social interaction anymore because we would never have accepted 

discrimination and control from today’s openly ChristoPhobic 

HeteroPhobic Misandrist militant Feminist Homophile Islamophile 

Xenophile Self-Spitting AutoDenialist Negro-worshipping Faggots 

Lesbians and little Hitler Politically Correct One World Globalist 

Imperialist I am my Holes Kosher PhiloSemite, SuperZionist or Not 

Retards... that’s Reality... we are as Free as we can be (though we still 

have many problems like most or all people – WE LOVE Paul Robeson!!! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4EJSkJlh_fg AND https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KiJx1Hbn_KM ; 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cd5I6DzmxS8), FUCK YOU!!!, and always pay our 

Respects to our Ancestors and our Cultural Inheritance, so FUCK 

OFF!!! Animal! FUCK OFF!!! Retard!... and we always SAY that we 

have met many Good People from all walks of Life and from all Races, 

and many Bad People from our own Race and or Culture... that’s 

Reality... But there is nothing like Our Language, Our Culture, Our 

Customs, Our Traditions, Our History, Our Identity, Our Race, Our 

Ethnos, Our Religion,... and everyone’s Our Identity must and is 

contrasted to the Their Identity...  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4EJSkJlh_fg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KiJx1Hbn_KM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cd5I6DzmxS8
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[It’s “rational” and “psychologically healthy” to accept and like or even 

LOVE that a particular Group with particular mean or average 

Characteristics are Grossly Over-Represented in a whole Array of 

Positions of Power, starting with 500 trillion counted in dollars, or 

whatever it is, in the hands of that Family, Clan or Tribe behind (nearly) 

all of the “Ratings Agencies” and “institutions of High Finance”, as well 

as control of a large part of the American “Deep (and not at all deep) 

State”, etc.... (also having 30+% of the billionaires when you’re only 2% 

of the population is in itself misleading because the other 60+% of the 

billionaires couldn’t have become billionaires without...)... when one 

does not even belong to that Group, or even “irrationally” because of 

“psycho-pathology” finds it culturally-aesthetically REPREHENSIBLE 

and DISGUSTING,... but it’s “irrational” to point that out... (= worship 

my Power because I say so and forget about any power claims you might 

want to pursue that we don’t approve of...)... that’s pretty good 

argumentation, RETARDS!!! On the other hand, you won’t “get away 

with it” forever – we might have “lost” in our lives, but your turn will 

come... and it won’t be again, again, and again... eventually it’ll be 

FINAL... as it is for EVERYONE... [If one was so inclined, one could say 

that from Aristocracy and or King and Royalty... to Bourgeoisie... to 

Managerial (Corporate) Elites with a grossly disproportionate presence 

of a certain Tribe backed by incredible Money Power... is how the 

transfer of Power went, GROSSO MODO,... amongst the elites of many, 

or at least the most important, countries of the West... over the last three 

or four hundred years... it seems though, and one could be totally wrong, 

that the West will be finished within a century or so... and if that happens, 

the Tribe’s State, even if it holds out for a period of time, will eventually 
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Fall TOO... Very well done!!! Very smart stuff!!!... Good Night...] [If you 

won’t admit to the FACT of Grossly Disproportionate Accumulations of 

forms of Power, then you are admitting to Tribal Aristocracy, and that is 

in conflict with “Democratic Equality and Human Rights”, Numb-Nuts!!! 

When the Masses or the Rabble or the Herd or Other Powers catch on... 

you won’t find yourselves in a good place... to say the least...]] 

DIGRESSION: Being angry at Retards is a Waste of Time... Or: On “white 

privilege” and lazy Retards, Mohammedans and Africans (Moores, 

Blackmoores, Negroes, Blacks, “People of Colour”,...) 

When someone is engaged in science at the highest level, i.e. the description 

of human affairs in Kondylis’s case, then one uses as far as possible a 

neutral (as to ethics, religions, ideologies, normativism, etc.) language, and 

definitely not words of hubris and invective, though occasionally some 

acerbic humour and or sarcasm is permitted (dealing with humans means 

you are par for the course often dealing with Retards, i.e. moronic 

Ideologues)... When one is a mere mortal, like me, one tries to make 

empirically verifiable points, but also lapses into error – at least in terms of 

language register... the errors, though, we do try to minimise and keep under 

control... 

What is often forgotten, or more likely, not known today, is that untold 

millions of mostly Christian European and white peoples in general just in the 

period of e.g. 1760-1960 toiled, laboured, lived, got sick and died under the 

most arduous, even most horrendous conditions and abject poverty, as well as 

being maimed and killed in the most horrific of wars, intra white European 

ethnic cleansing, etc., including “evil” ethnic (Christian) Germans, yes!, 

including Them as innocent victims, and not just as “evil” belligerents, who 

“started” and are the “cause” of the World Wars, as if it does not take two to 

tango, or more to do a group dance... apart from the fact that something like 

97% of the inventions and innovation as to technology, technics, etc. which 

accompanied the three or four Industrial Revolutions up to c. 1960 and 
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beyond were the products of relatively White (Christian and or Secularised) 

Europeans and North Americans... 

So that the West could get to where it got.  

In fact not a few free whites and white slaves probably lived under 

comparable or even worse conditions than not just a few coloured slaves....  

Undoubtedly, the super-exploitation of the colonies and of non-Whites and 

slaves also played a significant role in the West’s “accumulation of capital”, 

etc.... but e.g. Germany’s leading role in the chemicals-based Second 

Industrial Revolution had next to nothing to do with Colonial Super-

Exploitation simply because Germany basically did not have Colonies (apart 

from German East Africa, parts of Cameroon, Rwanda, Namibia, Tanzania, 

Togo,...) upon which Germany’s industrialisation depended, and the Super-

Exploitation of labour was primarily or almost exclusively of by today’s 

standards extremely impoverished German, Polish, Central European WHITE 

labour... by the millions and millions and millions... 

YET the characteristics of violence, conquering, enslaving, killing, torture, 

genocide etc. have been known in the Asiatic, (pre-European) American, 

African, Mohammedan and other worlds since time immemorial or since the 

7th century A.D. too.  

As a “superficial indication”, and notwithstanding all the historical 

inaccuracies or fictions, of what the Truth as empirical facts also entails, just 

watch some of that great American sentimentalist’s movies – leaving aside the 

supreme Romantic-Mythological Western (and one Irish) artistic masterpieces 

– such as: “The Informer” (1935); “Drums along the Mohawk” (1939) [even 

though e.g. Malick’s film of 2005 is far more balanced and fairer to the Native 

Americans, “Drums...” represents the Reality of Conquest, Toil, Labour, War, 

Blood Shed by a large majority of relatively poor and or hard-working 

Christian patriarchal whites in order to forge a new clearly white-based 

nation (with “propositions” and some Indians and many Coloureds too) 

through philopatria, that would one day become the pre-eminent Power in the 

world in which various Retards can pontificate, whilst living consumeristic-

hedonistic “lifestyles”, about “injustice” and “privilege”... and of course 
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“propositions”...]; “The Grapes of Wrath” (1940) and “How Green was my 

Valley” (1941); also see Lewis Milestone’s “All Quiet on the Western Front” 

(1930), etc., etc., etc.,... and shut the fuck up about “white privilege”... or if 

you like reading: there is always e.g. Eric Hobsbawm’s tetralogy on the 

Industrial Revolution and the twentieth century (again: notwithstanding all the 

points of contention, and his interpretive/factual errors and ideological 

positions regarding certain matters...)... or read Charles Dickens,... Émile 

Zola,… George Orwell, Jack London,... or Engels,... as well as many others... 

or if anyone has spoken to (or lived with) relatively white illiterate and semi-

literate, largely displaced peasant Southern and Eastern European migrants 

to the the U.S.A., Canada, Germany, Australia, etc. from the 1920s or earlier 

until the 1960s and finds out about life and working conditions until the 1960s 

– I actually personally know of unbelievable Child Labour in a first-world 

country up to the 1980s, let alone the atrocious mass Child Labour in 

Southern Europe well into the 1950s!!! – then one would know to shut the 

fuck up about “white privilege”... and then there are the Italian neo-Realist 

Classics, and not just “Paisà” (1946), “La Terra Trema” (1948) and “Ladri 

di biciclette” (1948),... but also P. Germi’s “Il cammino della Speranza 

(Path of Hope)” 1950 (= no work, the mine has closed, even if poor, either 

stand and listen to the Commie talk shit, or migrate Animal! – it’s incredible 

how much John Travolta looks like the actor who plays “Vanni”…!!!... [Or: 

stay, and in a couple of generations things will be better… for a few decades… 

until the Turd World Invasion begins and Sicily is lost perhaps forever to 

Africa, the Middle East and Islam… the generations of c. 1850 to c. 1950 

being UpRooted and Flowing Out… and the generations of c. 2000+ and 

thereafter being UpRooted by the Mass Ape (subjectively-aesthetically seen) 

InFlow… urged of course by both the DoGooder Imperialist Animals AND the 

local Criminal Elements trading in Human Misery… it’s one thing to see your 

own people, with whom you Identify FULLY including Absolutely Emotionally, 

in the Snow up in the Mountains on the Road to a “Better Life”, which just 

means Cultural and Racial AutoGeonocide after two or three generations at 

most, even if it is within a “white” Catholic context (France), and it’s another 

thing to be told by a largely or at least disproportionately Jew-Controlled 

(International) Mass Media about the plight of Hordes of Mohammedans and 
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or Africans, who, of course are suffering something similar to the Sicilians, 

mutatis mutandis, but who for the most part Represent the Conquest of Our 

Territory as Culturally-Racially Unassimilable Invaders and Colonists and 

Criminals (Murderers, Rapists, Thieves,…) and Terrorists… - even the partly 

correct, partly ridiculous preaching about the “anti-human” existence of 

borders towards the end of the film is within the context of the White World 

being and remaining relatively or nearly fully White c. 1950 when the film was 

made…])… or Classics like... “The Battleship Potemkin” (1925), 

notwithstanding its “ultimate propaganda” status,... Fritz Lang’s 

“Metropolis” (1931)... “Modern Times” (1936), notwithstanding its HIGHLY 

sentimental-entertainment value,...  then there is also Gorky,... “The Ragged-

Trousered Philanthropists”, “Love on the Dole”, etc., etc., etc.,... SO shut the 

fuck up about “white privilege”, ANIMAL!!!.... FUCK YOU and FUCK 

OFF!!! YOU REVOLTING, DISGUSTING ANIMAL!!! YOU ARE GOING TO 

TELL ME ABOUT “white privilege” WHEN tens and tens and tens of 

MILLIONS of WHITES (White Christians) have toiled and toiled and toiled 

and laboured and laboured and laboured... including literally millions and 

millions and millions of totally innocent WHITE CHILDREN... YOU 

DISGUSTING RETARD and/or WELFARE RECIPIENT and/or 

BENEFACTOR of others’ (white, yellow, black, brown) SUPER-

EXPLOITATION.... DISGUSTING, REVOLTING ANIMAL!!! [It is further 

noted that the “Collective Lobotomy” which historically relatively white 

peoples have undergone, apart from being the product of centuries-long 

“Death of (Christian) God”, massification, atomisation, urbanisation, 

hedonisation,... also arose from the impact of the Communist-led “anti-

racist”, anti-Imperialist, anti-Colonialist movement, the United Nations 

Charter of “Human Rights” and Mass Media, Mass Education Saturation of 

White Minds with Ideologies of SELF-HATE and SPITTING ON ANCESTORS 

and DEFECATING on traditional, inherited FOLK CULTURE, and 

URINATING on collective, ethnic and or national and or racial identities... all 

of that is FACT, it has happened, and seems IRREVERSIBLE... but those who 

are “happy and overjoyed” with such a situation, ARE IN FOR A VERY 

RUDE SHOCK – SERVES THEM RIGHT!!! SUFFER!!! 
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In countries that were mostly 90%+ white and “phallocentric” up until only a 

few decades ago, it should not seem strange that whites and men would be 

“relatively privileged”... would a person of normal intelligence who works 

hard not appear as a genius or rightly be “privileged” if 9 out 10 people 

around him were Retards and Lazy or simply Idle (no matter why they were 

Idle)?... if women in general do not perform as well or work as hard as men 

(i.e. if women work fewer, less productive, hours on average), then it is 

inevitable they will be paid less... e.g. how can the women’s soccer team be 

paid like the men’s soccer team when the latter creates far more revenue and 

performs much better? (There literally is no comparison, perhaps in the range 

of 0-10 to 0-30 if they actually played a real match against each other)... the 

“white privilege” movement is an ideological-political programme which 

seeks power and privilege for whites and non-whites wanting to take, without 

studying and working hard, i.e. through laziness, via the welfare and highly 

interventionist state and welfare-state hedonistic-consumeristic moral 

posturing, through taxes and “affirmative action” programmes and other 

hand-outs, the earnings, services and labour of those studying and working 

hard to learn and earn a living... it also seeks to define the terms of what 

“racial mix” Western countries are to have going into the future, including 

amongst the elite, without paying any heed whatsoever to meritocracy... if one 

combines poor social conditions with relatively low average I.Q. and 

relatively low average impulse control and with “gimme stuff” “rights” and 

hedonistic-consumeristic lifestyle life stances on top of extraordinarily 

widespread family breakdown, very poor school performance in general, etc., 

etc., etc.,... you’re going to get a relatively high level of anomie, all kinds of 

criminality, relatively low levels of societal trust, and a relatively greater 

prison population, which, by the way, probably has a better material standard 

of living than what many if not most of the natives of “dark” Africa on 

average have... mass human sacrifices, cannibalism, intra-African slavery, 

were all very real at least up until the 19th century, if not still happening 

widely today (at least in the case of (semi-)slavery)... the Confederacy 

included millions of hard-working relatively poor whites who suffered and 

shed much blood so elites could “play their games”... it’s not only blacks who 

“had it bad”; just as “Gone with the Wind” doesn’t show the whole truth or 
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story, neither does “Django”.... Reality and the Struggles which ensue will 

answer any questions, as always... but if a welfare-state population 

undermines the tax-paying base too much, eventually there won’t be any 

welfare... (by the way, the fact you live in a welfare state means that you 

yourself are partaking in the fruits of the looting and pillaging and super-

exploitation of the Third World over at least a couple of centuries...)... AND if 

one side “race baits”, another side is or other sides are bound to REACT... 

and THAT does not bode well... there is a certain practical wisdom in e.g. the 

Canadian completely avoiding the “race” question... though in effect the 

Canadian represents a “I hope Western mass democracy (and the (ideology 

and practice of) capitalistic economic liberalism as “free trade globalism” 

that goes with it through which inter alia a particular Tribe accumulates more 

and more and more) lasts forever” position (cf., mutatis mutandis, 

Dahrendorf’s wishful optimism re: “institutionalised liberalism” and a very 

mobile “progressive” society, i.e. Western mass democracy with individual 

rights that is able to peacefully more or less deal with “all conflict, forever 

and ever and ever...” (Das Politische und der Mensch, S. 301), and the 

Canadian is obviously part of the process, consciously or not, whereby U.S.A. 

(and now Tribal)-led Western mass democracy is trying to find ways for steam 

to be “let off”, but ultimately his fundamental “individual-centric” positions 

mean absolutely nothing if borders are not protected, boundaries are not set, 

etc., i.e. if there is not some kind of Group Existence and Group Identity, even 

if relatively loose, and not so “Tribal”, if the latter is going to be defined 

narrowly... at the end of the day, the U.S.A. (and Tribal)-led global “order”, 

which as we all know accumulates incredible amounts of (forms of) power in 

the hands of people who “just happen” to belong to a particular Group or 

Tribe, and who, whether consciously or not, engage various Actors such as 

?.?. and his Tribal Mate S.?., will FALL either because of a) GeoPolitical 

Developments, and or b) an Inability to keep the “I shop, consume, therefore I 

am” Reality at sufficiently high levels for there to be relatively “good or high” 

social cohesion, and or c) the world-wide Anomie unleashed by the mass 

movements of hundreds of millions or even billions who “have been pulled out 

of absolute poverty in Africa and Asia and Latin America” - since he who is 

half hungry, or rather half satiated, is going to be much more aggressive than 
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him who is starving -,... becomes totally out of control,... so that much more 

intense, and probably very different, social disciplining becomes a compelling 

necessity for (those who want to become) elites... if there are societies of 

humans any longer... and in that light, the Canadian, consciously or not, with 

intent or not, and who knows he is riding a Tidal Wave which will sooner or 

later come Crushing Down with him on or in it, represents another ideological 

smokescreen behind which certain Groups with Enormous Power “Hide”, as 

occurs in ALL SOCIETIES, but this time could be leading the whole planet 

straight into the Hell THEY were always a part of given that collectively, on 

one view, they are or kind of, sort of constitute SATAN itself... also, when the 

Canadian says he’ll talk to another S.?. about facts and values and that Hume 

was not fully correct about values not being ultimately derivable from facts, 

YOU KNOW, the “system”, “establishment”, “tyranny” or “power structure” 

they are supposedly “opposed to” is felt by certain intellectuals as being 

threatened and perhaps even shaken, and the IDEOLOGICAL 

OBFUSCATION must be INTENSIFIED... I say that that is fully 

understandable and expected, but anyone engaged in Science, to the full extent 

possible, cannot have a clear conscience and countenance such BULLSHIT, 

unless he, she or it wants “Fame and Fortune”, etc., etc., etc.,... e.g. the 

Canadian making about $750,000 or whatever the correct figure is over the 

last 12 or 18 months from his various activities (and hardly ever mentions 

THAT Tribal Homeland which only THAT Tribe can Have (vis-à-vis the West), 

whilst all (at least in the West) other Tribes “MUST” bow to “multi-cultural/ 

racial globalism” = “a very ethical, sincere, proper, upstanding academic 

and “conservative” or “classical liberal”...)... in fact, therefore, ?.?. is 

playing Satanic Games of Evil just like the rest of THEM... though compared 

to the Academic Establishment, the Canadian is literally “a breath of fresh 

air”, so I personally would always wish him well,... but Weber, Kondylis, 

Machiavelli, Thucydides, (Aristotle, Hobbes, Spinoza, Clausewitz, Marx, 

Aron), et al., as scientists... or studiers and knowers of human affairs... were 

at another level altogether... and the real Mr. Nice Guy Christos Giannaras, 

week-in-week-out, without any mass world-wide following, keeps on writing 

about the end of Hellenism and Relations between Persons not at the Behest of 

International Usury and End(Goal)/Instrumental Rationality with a Content of 
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Use and Abuse... as if such Platitudes and Banalities have anything to do with 

Reality and Satan and ITS Designs... I honestly hope “for the sake of 

Humanity” that the Michael Lind or Panagiotis Hefaistos more or less “right 

balance” of nations in a multi-polar world emerges, but Kondylis’s Vision 

dating from 1992 is becoming more remarkable and an increasingly tangible 

Satanic-Tribal NIGHTMARE literally by the year, if not by the month... [if 

utterly repellent scum like Mr. ?. ?., who thinks he’s wise, is going to go down 

the path of theorising “whiteness” and “its privilege”, then others like Mr. S. 

S., who is a seaman, are going to point out that members of a particular Tribe 

“make up something like one-third of all billionaires in the U.S. [when about 

2% of the U.S. population] and an incredible one-seventh or so of all 

billionaires on earth despite being only 1/500 of the human race”. I don’t 

think that Path is in ANYONE’S interests, unless you actually want RACE 

WAR and further GENOCIDES... In “The Birth of a Nation” (1915), D. W. 

Griffith depicts the original K.K.K. as being a pro-White Defence 

Organisation against Black Criminality... I have absolutely no doubt that the 

various forms of the K.K.K. committed despicable crimes against Blacks, 

including Lynchings, Murder (a few thousand Murders), etc., etc., etc.,,... BUT 

ALSO contributed to keeping Blacks away from Whites, and vice versa, for a 

number of Decades.... if one looks into how many Blacks have committed 

Crimes (especially since general Family Break-Down from the 1950s/1960s, 

i.e. the period of De-Segregation), including Murder and Rape and... against 

Whites, and Vice Versa, and looks at the Population Ratios etc., one finds that 

Black on White and Black on Black Crime is proportionately far higher than 

White on Black and White on White Crime... These are Facts... The Causality, 

of course is much more difficult to ascertain, and Obviously Social Conditions 

play a Huge Role... however, it does not seem to me that genetic-biological-

evolutionary factors such as I.Q. levels, impulse control, aesthetic-cultural 

inclinations and proclivities, etc., etc., etc.,... can be totally irrelevant, or even 

insignificant... Western Mass-Democratic Ideology does not want to 

acknowledge the Obvious, as ALL IDEOLOGIES do not want to acknowledge 

the Bleeding(ly) Obvious... what I do know is that most “normal” people, 

whether Black, White, Brown, Yellow,.. would not want to live in a crime-

riddled and crime-infested area... and that Education Alone CANNOT and 
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DOES NOT “Solve Problems” which have existed for Decades, and Decades, 

and Decades,... and WILL EXIST for....]... [I wonder why the not exactly 

“dumb or evil”, just more or less “RealPolitik realistic” Kissinger wrote “On 

China”, which by the way as China “has always been “there””, and why my 

other very much admired, though wrong on a number of matters, Jewish friend 

Eric Hobsbawm stated the following about a book on China “ruling the 

world”: “This important book, deeply considered, full of historical understanding and realism, is about more 

than China. It is about a twenty-first-century world no longer modelled on and shaped by North Atlantic power, ideas 

and assumptions. I suspect it will be highly influential.”” Time will Tell...] [Another way to say 

roughly the same thing as... any relatively sensible Common Sense Realist, 

who really doesn’t want to see the world go up in Flames, and who knows that 

the “Expand, Expand, Expand, Increase, Increase, Increase, Drive, Drive, 

Drive, Destroy, Destroy, Destroy, Rule, Rule, Rule” Mentality of Members of 

a Particular Tribe... and Many Others... is an ABSOLUTE DEAD END for all 

of the West,... but in words other than those I might use, e.g., is contained 

within this article by an American Senator: 

http://nationalinterest.org/feature/rand-paul-its-time-new-american-foreign-

policy-24862?page=show] 

Digression to the Digression: Kondylis on occasion uses phrases like 

“in a Western parliamentary democracy” („in einer westlichen 

parlamentarischen Demokratie“, Anm. 234, S. 300, Das Politische und 

der Mensch) when talking about the mass-democratic loosening of 

traditional hierarchies, which indicates to me that for the sake of 

expediency and possibly for other reasons, he himself was not (always) 

too concerned about absolutely strict definitions and distinctions of 

concepts, i.e., he did not (always) make a strict distinction between 

democracy as governance (and society in ancient Greece), and, a kind 

of democracy (as a kind of society) nowadays. In any event, at p. 302 

of the same book, Kondylis’s phrasing is far more accurate re: the 

governmental structure (“system” or network of power relations), as he 

writes: “in the framework of the Western constitutional state (im 

Rahmen des westlichen Verfassungsstaates) ... in accordance with the 

model of parliamentary opposition (nach dem Modell der 

http://nationalinterest.org/feature/rand-paul-its-time-new-american-foreign-policy-24862?page=show
http://nationalinterest.org/feature/rand-paul-its-time-new-american-foreign-policy-24862?page=show
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parlamentarischen Opposition)”, which of course has absolutely 

nothing to do with democracy properly and strictly defined, but 

everything to do with “democracy” as meant by P. Blau (another 

Tribesman), and thousands and thousands and thousands of 

“academics, scholars, political scientists, journalists, lay people”, and 

God only knows how many other millions and millions and millions of 

(at least in part, but often full(y) and total(ly)) Cretins, Imbeciles, 

Morons, Retards,.... Of course, when referring to the great Tocqueville, 

who thought, like Clausewitz and most great thinkers up to the 19th 

century, in terms of the ancient Greek combining of society and polity 

in talking about “democracy” – which to me still does not seem fully 

adequate, given that mid-19th century U.S.A. was a kind of mixed 

liberal-oligarchic (presidential/congressional/senatorial/federal/ 

constitutional/municipal/town hall/...), mass, and in part slave (which 

as we know from history does not contradict democracy), society, with 

some democratic elements, but not really a “democracy” sensu stricto, 

Kondylis writes at S. 304 (loc. cit.): “Tocqueville likewise 

comprehended American democracy or democratic society in its 

atomisation and mobility as an “open system”, in which stability is 

achieved always anew via friction(s) and conflicts (Tocqueville hat 

ebenfalls die amerikanische Demokratie bzw. die demokratische 

Gesellschaft in ihrer Atomisierung und Mobilität als „offenes System“ 

aufgefaßt, in dem Stabilität immer von neuem über Friktionen und 

Konflikte erreicht wird)”. Also of tremendous interest at S. 304, is the 

discussion regarding Machiavelli and conflict between patricians and 

plebeians being beneficial for the Roman republic, or the friction and 

conflicts of atomised and mobile American democracy, as noted by 

Tocqueville, being good for the renewal of American democratic 

stability. To what extent, if any, does any of that, or can any of that, 

apply to a relatively multi-racial and or multi-cultural society, with or 

without grossly disproportionate Tribal over-representation amongst 

the elites, as in (some of) today’s Western mass democracies? Is not 

increasing Anomie and Decay a more likely outcome than 

revitalisation, renewal and strengthening of the polity? 
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One possible interpretation of the “saying”: “I sure do like the smell of 

Napalm in the Morning” is “I’m doing it because I don’t want to do 

what you want me to do. I’m onto you, I know that I can’t personally 

do anything about you, but I also know that you are Satan”. 

For him without Power, the best he can hope for is the Freedom to play 

Games on Paper. 

Today one is witness to a kind of (curious but ultimately temporary) 

Left-Mohammedan Alliance, which potentially, should the right or 

wrong conditions arise, become a kind of (curious but ultimately 

temporary) Right-Mohammedan Alliance, and someone won’t like 

that. And even if they don’t arise, something else is bound to happen, 

sooner or (very much) later, that someone won’t like, let alone enjoy. 

At the end of the day, Ultimately, it’s a question of proportionality. 

One understands that Realistically things can never be fully and 

generally proportionate, BUT the reality is that since the 19th century, 

but particularly since the 20th century and post WW2 (when relatively 

white (nominally) Christian and or secular peoples underwent 

increasingly drastic and profound massification and atomisation, losing 

nearly all significant vestiges of relatively strong collective 

consciousness(es)), Tribal Members, who, comparatively speaking and 

GROSSO MODO, at least amongst the(ir) elites kept a stronger 

collective consciousness in operation, are literally everywhere in the 

U.S.A., England, Australia, France,... GROSSLY 

DISPROPORTIONATELY in both “theory”, theoretical 

“vulgarisations” and mass or popular culture, and of course political 

and policy influence (on all sides of the spectrum). So not only is the 

“J-Left” a very real phenomenon at least since the days of Marx 

himself, as varied as it has been, but today, e.g. the “right-wing” (anti-

Islamist) “G?????one ??????ute”, or R????? ????cer (“??h?d ????h”), 

or even T???y ?????son or B?????n ????t... are either GROSSLY 

DISPROPORTIONATELY “J-dominated” or “J-philic” (which or 

course is their right and prerogative). The fact that the mere 
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mentioning of GROSSLY DISPROPORTIONATE ownership and or 

control of the International Banking and Finance “system” and Multi-

National and other Large Corporations, the Mass Media, Mass 

Entertainment, Publishers, Academic Discourse, (mass) Values 

(Trans)Formation,... is (Totem and) TABOO, does indicate WHO has 

to LOSE if the VEILS concealing forms of POWER, and who is 

GROSSLY DISPROPORTIONATELY exercising such forms of 

POWER, are taken off so that the non-J masses can SEE,... particularly 

when society emphasises an Ideology of EQUALITY and ANTI-

RACISM. THAT is our world – and those of us who do not object to 

the dosage per se, but to the GROSSLY DISPROPORTIONATE 

extent of the dosage, on cultural-aesthetic-identitarian-historical 

grounds, either can join in a presently and for the foreseeable future 

FRUITLESS fight... which OTHER FORCES probably in another 

ERA in History will decide against those who are today GROSSLY 

DISPROPORTIONATELY represented,... perhaps later in the 21st or 

even in the 22nd century,... or more sensibly, one can choose to 

RETREAT (Epicurean-like) into one’s own intellectual-spiritual world 

and read, watch, listen to,... participate in... aspects of culture where 

one can feel at home without those FACES OF UGLINESS, EVIL and 

SATAN... as they have come to seem because of their GROSSLY 

DISPROPORTIONATE OVER-REPRESENTATION... 

Scenario 1: England, with a relatively small population but relative 

industrial might and wealth, and relatively efficient organisation, 

manages and steers a smaller then larger then crumbling “global” 

Empire for about three centuries... Scenario 2: an, in terms of 

population, tiny minority of a religious and or ethnic/racial group 

produces all kinds of elites from billionaires to Media and 

Entertainment Barons to Justices and Academics et al., wielding 

GROSSLY DISPROPORTIONATE forms of power over millions and 

millions and millions of people not part of their Group... The Scenarios 

I suggest are not completely apposite, and certainly not completely 

opposite... [The European Feudal estate-based, relatively rigid 
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hierarchical model of society, attached to a clear two-world doctrine of 

the From Here (i.e. This World or Life) and the From There (i.e. That 

World or Life) with Platonic philosophical implications, not only 

associated e.g. “dignity” with particular offices and positions of 

authority, as well as shutting out paupers, peasants, labourers, the 

bourgeois-middle classes,... from office and Power,... but also shut out, 

or strictly confined, a particular Tribe, which especially in post-

Napoleonic times (in which Polybius’s old notion of “revolution” and 

“restoration” had completely lost its hitherto positive sense of 

cyclically returning from (or going back into) degenerate democracy 

back to (or from) aristocracy and especially back to (or from) 

monarchy, whereas e.g. post-1830, Progress as a linear view of 

History, meant there was “no going back”), and in the U.S.A. 

increasingly throughout the 20th century, could, through Secret Society 

In-Group Networking, Intelligence, Hard Work, etc., achieve 

GROSSLY DISPROPORTIONATE LEVELS of WEALTH and forms 

of POWER...]... [Variation on a Theme: In Australia up until c. the 

1970s, there were many streets with a variety of small shops and 

businesses, incl. a lot of Southern European “ethnic” involvement, and 

some old “Anglos” too, as well as e.g. the football/soccer club “South 

Melbourne Hellas”, which made many of us feel very Proud, especially 

since the club was a Labour of Love for the Patria of first-generation 

migrants... BUT it was clear that by the 1980s the trend was to a 

Safeway-Coles Supermarket Duopoly, whose owners “just happen” to 

grossly disproportionately be members of a particular Tribe, and for 

the concentration of shops (clothes, electrical goods, etc.) in huge 

Shopping Centres, whose owners “just happened” to be (an) 

individual(s) of a particular Tribe, whilst by the 1990s the “A-League”, 

whose administrators etc. “just happened” to be the same and other 

members of a particular Tribe, had to “do away with” soccer being 

attached to ethnic/tribal identification, even though Australia overall 

had to be “multi-cultural”, incl. having tens and hundreds of thousands 

of absolutely useless and even violent N???ers and Sand N???ers pour 

in when (relatively) Good, Decent, Hard-Working, Productive, 
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Christian, White South African farmers being MURDERED etc. by 

DISGUSTING APES (if blacks are being murdered en masse by 

whites or yellows, I’d call the whites or yellows DISGUSTING APES 

too! FUCK-FACE!!! FUCK YOU!!!), are not to be given “any kind of 

preferential refugee or immigration treatment” (and whilst Israel “cuts 

a deal” with the “United Nations” to send its N???er “Infiltrators” (or 

“Monkeys” according to the chief Rabbi of Israel) to Europe). And 

THEN they WONDER why at least some people not asleep HATE 

THEM (not so much the useless and even violent N???ers and Sand 

N???ers!!!, but THEM!!!) UNFUCKINGBELIEVABLE!!! We won’t 

be around to see it, but boy-oh-boy DO YOU DESERVE what’s 

coming to YOU!!!] [Just as the Old Marxist critique of 19th century 

oligarchic-liberal formally equal rights EXPOSED the gross inequality 

in actual power and wealth distribution between capitalist and 

proletarian, so too today, behind the veneer of general “equality” exist 

GROSSLY DISPROPORTIONATE discrepancies in wealth and forms 

of power between individuals AND groups jointly and severally, incl. 

one particular AESTHETICALLY DISGUSTING GROUP, 

subjectively seen as a matter of taste, and who can and do, at least 

some of them, see me and my group too... as aesthetically disgusting...] 

[In a particular suburb or areas I have lived nearly all my life one can 

regularly see a number of billboards and other signs referring to 

particular Tribal Separateness and Identity, whereas the Country in 

which I have lived nearly all my life is “not allowed” to relatively 

tightly define or imply who makes up its nation... it is forbidden to a 

Chinese-owned large Corporation to advertise for an “Anglo-Saxon” 

employee in a country whose founding settler nation was 90+% Anglo-

Saxon, but if one as so much enters (by accident) a Tribally owned 

shop, small or large, (nearly) all the employees “just happen” to be 

Tribesmen and Tribeswomen, and potential customers not of the Tribe 

are indicated with frowns, etc. to “quietly leave”... unless of course it’s 

a shop which makes (a lot of) money from non-Tribespeople... so the 

world was made “just for us” so we can pick and choose and “interpret 

the situation” any which way we want... any Tribe that actually 
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believes that, will Eventually PAY FOR THAT... and I don’t think 

many people are going to care or worry or fret when...] 

IN MAGNO: American-led “Globalisation” really means a 

Combinatory-Synthetically GROSSLY DISPROPORTIONATELY 

ZIO- OR JEWISH-LED “Culture” of RUBBISH and JUNK which 

tends to EAT UP OR TO MARGINALISE in the public mind and eye 

everything smaller national cultures have produced, which includes all 

kinds of masterpieces in all kinds of genres, incl. references to racial 

and or ethnological relative cohesion and relatively strong collective 

identities. Now, if the more national and local peoples acquiesce with 

being led by the Internationally Imperialistically Projected Mass Media 

which have GROSSLY DISPROPORTIONATE ZIO- or Jewish 

influence, with full American Imperialist MIGHT behind it, then SO 

BE IT. I personally am SICK OF THEIR MONKEY-TRASH 

CULTURE (e.g. c. post-1970 or 1990 at the latest), and do not waste 

my time with IT, as in my eyes, subjectively seen as a matter of taste, it 

reflects precisely THEIR mean exterior appearance and interior 

nothingness. THEIR UGLINESS. THEIR SATANISM. THEIR EVIL. 

BUT HUMANS were born to create and achieve things others will 

LOVE, and also DESTROY what others (once) love(d)... On the other 

hand, all more “traditional” and or “ethnic” modernistic cultural 

products display greatly varying levels and degrees of relative 

quality and or quantity and or mimicry and or innovation, 

including in contexts of forms of social hierarchy and or 

“exploitation”, “oppression” etc., so that Grossly 

Disproportionately Tribally led and influenced “mass (zio/Semito-

)Anglo-centric global culture” is not structurally or in terms of 

form, so to speak, doing anything “new” or not human... SO IT 

REALLY IS ULTIMATELY A MATTER OF TASTE, and 

nothing else... and those with the relative POWER, impose on 

others, and or get many, many, many others to agree on what is 

“popular”, what is “good”... a very good example of 

“exploitation”, “oppression” in the “hit-making” record industry 
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in a non-that Tribe context is seen in that fine film: The Harder 

they Come (1972) 

What credibility could Tribal and non-Tribal journalists of The 

G???????, The ??? ????k T????, etc. have as “left-wing” (as well as 

of the “conservative and liberal-democratic” dailies too, such as The 

T???????h), when they consistently support the existence of, usually 

by saying nothing of lasting substance against, the Billionaires of 

Globalism who are disproportionately Tribal (i.e. about 1 in 7 

Billionaires world-wide are Tribal when Tribesmen make up about 1 in 

500 people on the planet), let alone the explicit or implicit support 

given to the ethno-state or nation-state of Israel when formerly, or 

current (in the East) 90+% relatively White and or Christian or Secular 

European countries “must” continue “diversifying or diversify”? It is 

AN ABSOLUTE JOKE – to say the LEAST!!! 

At the end of the day, the largely bogus (since men work (overtime 

etc.) and or produce far more wealth than women on average and thus 

should be paid more) “Gender Pay Gap” or “White Privilege” (as if the 

“privileged” elites of every society,... black, yellow, brown, white,... do 

not tend to reflect the main racial group(s) of that society – unless 

other (tiny) minority races are governing!!!), etc., are simply 

SMOKESCREENS promoted by GROSSLY 

DISPROPORTIONATELY Tribal Academics and Media Barons and 

Journalists, to HIDE GROSSLY DISPROPORTIONATE TRIBAL 

PRIVILEGE (in terms of wealth, access to political power, 

ideological influence, etc.)... [a ratio of e.g. 1:1.3 is no where near as 

disproportionate, let alone, GROSSLY DISPROPORTIONATE, as a 

ratio of 1:5 or 1:10 or 1:50 or even 1:100+!!! (we’ll say it again: 

roughly 1 in 500 people on the planet, with 1 in 7 billionaires and 

possibly direct or indirect control of 2 or 3 or ? in 7 billionaires... and 

in the U.S.A. 1 in 50 people roughly, with about 1 in 3 of the 

billionaires... in Australia, ? 1 in 100+ people ?, with ? 1 in 2 ? 

billionaires... In France, in the U.K.,... even in Russia,... and of course 

in Germany before (and during) Hitler... GROSSLY 
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DISPROPORTIONATELY with Wealth and other forms of 

POWER...)...] 

It’s “rational” for people to say nothing about the grossly 

disproportionate (forms of) Power of Group J or Group H, but it’s 

“irrational” to want your own Group G, W, C,... or as the case may be, 

to have that Power, and since, for the time being, or even forever, your 

Group cannot realistically have that or those forms of Power, to talk 

about or simply point out Group J or Group H’s grossly 

disproportionate possession of and or increase in (forms of) Power. If 

that’s the way you define “rational”, “irrational”, “-phobia or -phobic” 

etc., then either you are truly a RETARD, or, there is A HECK OF A 

LOT AT STAKE for you and your Group(s). 

One way of looking at things is that after the gradual watering down 

and dissolution of social classes as bearers of real Power, from 

Monarch to Clergy to Aristocracy to Bourgeois Oligarch,... Western 

mass democracy (following Feudalism and Liberal Capitalism), based 

on a historically relatively real and ideological Equality, featured a 

New Aristocracy of Super Consumers, who Grossly Disproportionately 

featured many Tribal Warriors and many Gentiles working very 

closely with such Tribesmen. [[Variation on a Theme, as Gross Over-

Simplification, but, macro-historically seen, not without at least an iota 

of truth: To the peoples’ of Western Europe and North America: You 

basically got rid of your own native and co-religionist aristocracies and 

or Colonial Over-Lords, in order to be GROSSLY 

DISPROPORTIONATELY in no small part co-RULED by an 

originally totally foreign, at least occasionally largely inimical and to 

say the least, most unappealing (subjectively seen as a matter of taste), 

TRIBAL ARISTOCRACY. WELL DONE!!! TOP STUFF!!!]] 

If a society can feature birth-right estate-based privileges and dignity 

for individuals born and raised in the “right” class and situation, then it 

can also, in another totally different, in terms of Content, historical 

context, allow particular Tribal Warriors to find themselves, including 
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through Skill, Intelligence, Hard Work, but probably ABOVE ALL 

Networking,... in GROSSLY DISPROPORTIONATE Positions of 

Power, which can be handed down to children, grandchildren, great 

grandchildren,... and then SAY that “because YOU are not Worthy or 

have not the Dignity, you are not in a Position of Power” just as the 

Old Aristocracy used to say to the Plebs... [= quite clearly the 

Canadian knows very well WHO his masters are, in the sense of those 

who allow him to acquire fame and wealth, and about them he is 

permitted to SPEAK NOT – other than to DEFEND THEM. And it is 

up to the Plebs, to await their TURN, if it ever comes, to REMOVE the 

“PARASITES” from their Positions of Power, and to RULE under a 

NEW REGIME] [It does not seem to me to be a “mere coincidence” 

that Christian Churches, to which hardly anyone goes anymore, as a 

rule have their doors open to anyone, whilst Tribal Synagogues (with 

their often “House of Satan” absolute Box-like Ugliness, subjectively 

seen of course), at least the ones I have observed in the area I have 

lived for decades, have locked and guarded doors, allowing only, as a 

rule, Tribal Members to enter, or non-Tribal members entry only under 

conditions of strict supervision... I wonder if all of that has something 

to do with “primitive secret societies” or not...] 

Even if all that remains is a state governing a territory and a dominant 

language (which of itself contains certain cultural implications, 

prejudices, biasses,...), THAT can make up a nation, i.e. a group or 

tribe broadly defined, and because e.g. of the danger of increased 

Anomie and or Exploitation/Oppression by other States and or Nations, 

relatively Local or Regional Identitarianism will possibly or probably 

again be Reinforced, albeit without the dominant white cultural-

aesthetic element, but perhaps with Christianity in new versions or 

some new Religious-Ideological combination (of course some or many 

countries, regions, etc. like (the former) Greece will probably just Fall 

into Broader and Broader, Deeper and Deeper Anomie until (next to) 

no cultural, let alone racial, Greek element of significance is left)... the 

Utopia of One World Free Trade under clear largely disproportionately 
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Tribal-American-Centric Hegemony WILL END UP IN FLAMES... it 

is NOT DOABLE (even if it is theoretically), and it WILL COME 

CRUSHING DOWN... and boy oh boy, my Tribal friends! Beware the 

(unfair to many but not all) ScapeGoating that is going to take place... 

In Greece, since “Independence”, politicians have invariably 

always favoured and appointed “their own” to positions of power 

and authority on a Party or partisan or Clan basis... in China the 

ruling elites do something similar... so why wouldn’t x Group, if 

they have y Group consciousness, not do z?... 

We lost about 800 years ago. Whilst I know I can’t do absolutely 

anything about you, it doesn’t mean I am going to let you control my 

thought and tastes, Animal, Ugliness, Evil, Satan (which, by the 

way, I DO NOT CONFINE to one particular Group (and certainly 

NOT as a totality), whilst I also include MANY, MANY people 

from my own Group in the category of “Animal, Ugliness, Evil, 

Satan” which has undermined and or threatens to kill off my 

Collective Cultural Inheritance and Identity!!!). 

With Christianity as dominant ideology there is the Fall of Man and 

Original Sin, attempted relatively strict social disciplining of the 

personal passions, but collective incl. ethnic consciousness and 

relatively white racial and ethnic survival or even Domination, 

depending on the situation. With the “Death of God”, in addition to the 

shifting of the possibility of excluding (much of) the inimical half of 

the spectrum of the social relation in this World (e.g. eschatological 

Liberalism (Trade replaces War) and eschatological Marxism 

(Communism replaces Class Struggle)), and later in some countries 

GROSSLY DISPROPORTIONATE Tribal public-sphere/ideological 

participation, there is a White Male Christian Guilt and behaviours of 

AutoGenocide (Self-Racism) in the context of centuries-long 

massification, atomisation, urbanisation, and later, hedonistic 

consumption,... i.e. the once dominant relatively white patriarchal 

group loses power to Western mass-democratic incl. Tribal Elites, 
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who, inter alia, Dominate (particularly the Tribal Elites) the, Under 

U.S.A. geopolitical and military hegemony, world financial/banking/ 

global capital multinational corporation “system”, and who at every 

instance possible ally themselves with disgruntled power-hungry 

AutoGenocidal Feminists, Homosexuals, assorted other “Nut-Jobs”, as 

well as anti-White super Racist activist Negroes, et al.. It follows that 

Tribal Members, who have roughly 1 in 7 of the world’s billionaires 

(as 1 in 500 of the world’s population – and perhaps control of 2 or 3 

or 4 (?) in 7 of those billionaires), all more or less ultimately connected 

to one Tribal Banking Family with hundreds of years of experience, as 

well as GROSSLY DISPROPORTIONATE OVER-

REPRESENTATION in the U.S.A. Mass Media and Entertainment, 

Higher Courts, Academia, etc., as well as in other countries, would be 

“totally in love” with Progress, Reason, Science and Humanism. They 

are roughly, GROSSO MODO, the Facts. Next? Whatever it will be, 

things DO NOT look good FOR ANYONE, and I cannot see how 

“White Identitarians” have a snowflake’s chance in HELL of doing 

anything other than contributing to the quicker or slower, sooner or 

later, all-round break down and Junglefication of Western mass 

democracies, particularly if combined with GeoPolitical events adverse 

to relative U.S.A. hegemony. 

It's very simple: just as at a “low level” a band of people of b or m 

ethnicity(-race) and or religious belief can easily pick off socially 

massified-atomised and isolated individuals, who rely on “law 

enforcement agencies” of equally massified-atomised individuals with 

a relatively reduced ethnic and or religious (group) consciousness, to 

engage in petty crime, fraud, burglary, rape, murder,... etc., so too can 

a band (group, collective, Tribe) of people of h or j ethnicity and or 

religious belief over many decades, even centuries or millennia (of 

experience of being “foreign, different,... expelled,... welcomed,... 

expelled,... assimilated,... different, foreign,...”)..., (net-)work 

themselves, at least a “fanatical” part of such a group, into positions of 

relative financial and or state and or legal and or (relative) thought 
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control and or other forms of power, and grossly disproportionately 

participate, with many, many, many others not of their group, in 

leading millions and millions and millions of massified-atomised 

individuals with relatively reduced group consciousness financially, 

legally, culturally, ideologically, aesthetically, ethically-morally, 

educatively, psychologically, in terms of lifestyles, life stances and life 

worlds, even militarily,...  

A review in the German press of Das Politische und der Mensch made 

mention of the absence of Honourary Tribal Warrior Emmanuel 

Levinas from the text. In a book which contains a grossly 

disproportionate number of Tribesmen, some of whom are all-time 

great thinkers, others who are risible if not (near-)retarded – 

Kondylis’s other histories contain very few Tribal Warriors because 

before the “Death of God” they were IRRELEVANT – what possibly 

could have the inclusion of Levinas added of distinguishing 

SIGNIFICANCE, notwithstanding that our Tribal friend might or 

might not have been a (not so) great thinker? Is Dr. ?.?. with his “Zio-

Matrix of Power” talk, and was Ezra Pound with his fixations on Usury 

and Social Credit, “totally loony”? Is the aforesaid reviewer “totally 

sane, sound or even serious”? Is that how it works? Or perhaps 

Kondylis should have dedicated some pages to the “great Australian 

moral philosopher” Peter Singer, or to even Bob Dylan, who 

apparently is a “great man of letters”, e.g. greater than Κωστῆς 

Παλαμᾶς or Akhmatova? Your time will come, almost certainly not in 

my lifetime, but it will come, SATANISTS! ANIMALS!!! (and just so 

there is no misunderstanding, I am a SATANIST and ANIMAL to you, 

I understand that... that’s the way it is... so be it...)... [Supreme Tribal 

Warrior and “Great Philosopher or Public Intellectual” Bernard-Henri 

Lévy, who apparently thinks Jews are a “treasure” but not “a chosen 

people” – who “just happen” to REALLY be behind democracy (when 

you think it can’t get more hilarious or ridiculous or ludicrous, it 

REALLY does)!!! –  wants, if I’m not mistaken, to present the West 

and its (supposedly) Judeo-Roman-centred cultural inheritance to be or 
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have been tightly connected with GROSSLY 

DISPROPORTIONATELY led or influenced Zio-NeoCon wars in the 

Middle East, incl. Syria, so that the “democratic West” would continue 

dominating the “Evil Five” of Russia, China, Iran, Syria and North 

Korea,... as well as creating a Kurdistan “in the name of Humanity” as 

a Vassal State or Extension of Israel... and of course says absolutely 

nothing about the fact that wars and conflicts and mass violence and or 

increased anomie in Serbia, Iraq, Libya, Syria (ISIS),... were largely or 

GROSSLY DISPROPORTIONATELY Tribally led or influenced wars 

and conflicts and mass violence and or increased anomie... and of 

course says absolutely nothing about... the GROSSLY 

DISPROPORTIONATE number of Jewish Billionaires, Media Barons 

and or Personalities, Judges, Academics, etc. in certain (at least not 

geopolitically insignificant) countries... how nice, how convenient... 

what a wonderful world this could be... (= all the ideological bullshit, 

whether it be by Tribal Warrior J or Other Tribal Warriors A-Z (excl. 

J.) is what all humans and groups of humans with power claims do, i.e. 

say and pretend that everything is done for “the common good”, for 

“humanity”, always ethically right etc.)] 

In one sense, Socrates and Plato were right – up to a point. “Love” and 

“Justice” and “Truth” etc. as absolutes which are not prone to 

Struggles over Interpretation, Practice, Implementation, Recognition, 

(forms of) Power Relations and Identities, etc. are Ideas in the form of 

the Good, of God, if one prefers. And since empirical Reality cannot 

touch what is Absolutely Perfect in the mind, then what is Absolutely 

Perfect and Ideal only exists as Ideas in the Imagination (e.g. Icons, 

Depictions of Movie Stars, etc.). Of course, Ideas in the Imagination 

cannot exist without Humans, and Humans cannot exist without at 

least some kind of reference to Society, which in turn cannot exist 

without some kind of reference and connection to Nature, and because 

of all of that and more, Science is possible (to the extent that it is 

possible).  
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Interpreting a text “any way you want” so that “objectivity” becomes 

“subjectivity” and vice versa, is simply the objectification of the value 

of “subjectivity” so that students exposed to such an ideology are 

“open” to relatively loose values and “multiculturalism”, “anti-

racism”, homophilia, Islamophila, philoSemitism,... so that concrete 

individuals and groups can take power away from other concrete 

individual and groups, so that “the winners and rulers” (incl. a 

GROSSLY DISPROPORTIONATE number of “intellectuals” and 

others of a particular Tribe), can wield more and more and more 

power, whilst the Opposition becomes weaker and weaker and weaker. 

The truly scientific non-normative, value-free or value-neutral position 

recognises that all normative positions are BULLSHIT, but that in the 

praxis of all societies of humans at least one set of normative positions 

MUST prevail... and the battle for Greco-Roman and Christian-based 

relative whiteness has OBVIOUSLY been lost in the West, but the 

multi-coloured West will LOSE OUT too in general... and the 

Revolting, Disgusting, Satanic PARASITE, subjectively seen as a 

matter of Taste, whether Tribal or not, WILL LOSE eventually as 

well... to either the ChinaMan or the OrangUtan or... 

I have to admit that there is a logic to the “Tribal view of the world”. 

E.g. whether someone spends nearly all their life at work and before 

the Television as a “Zombie”, or whether one writes books and articles 

of and to the highest standard ever known to mankind, the end result is 

ZERO. So why not spend all one’s life chasing money, wielding forms 

of (relative) power? From the point of view of Science, it is a 

compelling question. Of course, the answer is why not “oppose ZOG” 

etc.? Or, why not just lead a quiet life, if possible, far away from 

trouble, particularly if one understands the current CORRELATION 

OF FORCES and knows that as an individual and at this historical 

juncture, there is very little to nothing, that one can do...?  

Kondylis’s ideal type of Western “mass democracy” is absolutely spot 

on as a Weberian ideal type. But since the 1980s, with strong 

indications going back to the 1960s or even earlier, it has become 
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apparent that social mobility upwards into the elites in the U.S.A., 

Australia... (with France and England (and Germany (and Russia)) 

having a historically longer relationship with Tribesmen going back to 

the 19th century and even earlier)... includes GROSSLY 

DISPROPORTIONATE OVER-REPRESENTATION amongst elites 

of Tribal Warriors, who are quite capable of representing “all 

(mainstream and even extreme) factions and aspects” of Western mass 

democracy and its dominant ideology and related ideologems, but who 

“at the End of the Day” do ABSOLUTELY NOTHING to rock the 

boat of fellow Tribesmen being GROSSLY 

DISPROPORTIONATELY Billionaires, Media and Entertainment 

Barons, Academics, Justices, Bankers, Financiers, etc., etc., etc.,... 

Most people could not care less about such a state of affairs “since they 

are Zombified”, but should Elites, incl. Tribal Warriors, NOT 

DELIVER “I shop, I consume, therefore I am”, then things... 

In Vittorio de Sica’s After the Fox (1966) – another very underrated 

motion picture – mostly written by (the not untalented) Tribal Warrior 

Neil Simon, and with music by (the also not untalented) Tribally Shy 

Warrior Burt Bacharach, and produced of course by other Tribal 

Warriors,... – Victor Mature (Grandfather: Maturi) has the following 

exchange with the very likable Tribal Warrior character actor Martin 

Balsam: (Mature, Q:) – “What’s neo-Realism?” (Balsam, A:) – “No 

money!”   

A Tale of Two “Mongrels” 

In 1980 in Greece there was still relative racial, religious, cultural homogeneity at 

90% or 95%+ with relatively very low or next-to-no crime rates, an older generation 

which was born c. 1900 and knew about Tradition and Continuity... of course the rot 

had already started, slowly, slowly, before WW2, but at least there was a semblance 

of a nation. “Mongrel A”, who had a That Tribe Mother, had returned bare-foot to 

Athens from the Front in Northern Epirus/Albania in 1940 like so many others, and 

went on to become one our greatest painters, artists and poets of the 20th century. I 

would stand beside Him Any Day and Die Beside Him with Pride Any Day Like My 
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Grandfathers Did. In 1981 a half-Greek with a That Tribe Wife from the U.S.A. came 

to Power in the name of “EthnoPatriotism (Nationalism) and Socialism” and they 

proceeded inter alia to dismantling the 3,000+-year-old Institutions of Arranged 

Marriage and Dowry which served Hellenism very well demographically through all 

those thousands of years and through many Invasions by and Subjugations to the 

Barbarian Other and the Ape in General. The Retarded Off-Spring of those Animals 

also became Prime Minister, voted in of course by “the people”, whilst also being the 

Head of the “Second International” of Socialists, which really has only ever been a 

Front for That Tribe incl. Banking Control of the Workers’ and Socialist Movement 

(starting with an E. Bernstein, if I’m not mistaken). Around 2015, “Greeks”, who no 

longer were having children to Reproduce the Race or Genos or at least Ethnos, and 

Notwithstanding that we have a Long History of Being Genocided Out of Existence in 

Ionia, Pontus, Thrace, Northern Cyprus, Northern Epirus, Imbros, Tenedos, etc., etc., 

etc.,... instead of En Masse Resisting to the End the Massive Ape Invasion, Welcomed 

the Conquering Animals, To be Robbed, Beaten, Killed, Raped and Taken Over... 

incl. by N.G.O.’s of That Tribe Provenance and Foreign Imperialist Governments 

who want Monkey Holding Pens to “Select” the Meat they Prefer when they Prefer to 

Have it... Whilst there is no Causality whatsoever between the That Tribe and friendly 

to That Tribe “Socialists and Retards” and Our Collective Death, given Sociological-

Historical Changes were Underway decades beforehand, who cannot fail to be 

Sickened to the Gut by One’s Own Tribe’s Pathetic Demise?  

Some Black Dude who is some kind of Performer and is Married 

to an Armenian Slut of Some Sort Roughly did a Max Weber and 

Said that Slaves were Slaves for Hundreds of Years because they 

(also) Agreed to Be Slaves, i.e. Legitimacy runs through Authority 

as Dominance not just through Violent Domination etc.,... which 

Scientifically is Absolutely Correct. The Mass Media, which “just 

happen” to be in the Ownership and Control of People of a 

Particular Tribe Went into Hysteria About the Black Dude Telling 

the Truth. I wonder WHY?!!! (Also, if I’m not mistaken, Auden 

wrote about the Master-Slave relationship in The Dyer’s Hand...) 

GROSSO MODO, Western (high and mass or low) culture, incl. 

theory, with U.S.A. leadership from WW2, was acceptable 
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aesthetically and ideologically to me, absolutely subjectively as a 

matter of taste, until about the 1960s, but let’s say until c. 1990 (incl. 

not insignificant Tribal involvement). What eventuated in the West 

after the Collapse of the Soviet Eastern Block, known as 

“Globalisation” is not only Demographically-Culturally 

DISGUSTING, SICK, REPUGNANT, SATANIC,... but the ROLE 

played – not an exclusive role, not necessarily always or often the 

leading role –, BUT NONETHELESS A GROSSLY 

DISPROPORTIONATE ROLE, in all of that demographic-cultural-

aesthetic CHANGE... in respect of the possession of GROSSLY 

DISPROPORTIONATE Wealth and other forms of POWER by certain 

Tribespersons and Tribal Warriors, usually, but not exclusively, 

centred on and in the U.S.A., has reached the point where what 

happens in the coming decades or centuries will be that others will say: 

“SERVES THEM RIGHT”... and if I lived hundreds of years, I’d 

definitely be saying the same thing too... [the Greed, Lust, Will for and 

to Material Wealth and Power lost all sense of Proportion, went way 

beyond The Golden Mean, The Middle Path,... Soaked in Hubris,... SO 

(eventually) THEY TOO WILL PAY!!!] 

Karambelias c. May 2018 in an article suggests that future Severe and 

Acute Troubles and Strife or even “Civil” (Inter-Communal/Religious) 

Wars with Mohammedans in Europe, as well as WAR with 

Iran/PERSIA, will assist Israel to displace and or massacre the approx. 

2 million Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza (I’d throw in the 

possible Erecting of the Temple Solomon on that “Sand Nigger 

Mosque” in Jerusalem as well). Now such scenarios may be 

BULLDUST or even BULLSHIT, BUT I CANNOT POSSIBLY 

DISCOUNT THEM OUTRIGHT given the GROSSLY 

DISPROPORTIONATE role Jews have played in promoting 

“Globalisation” as MASS INVASION AND SLOW GENOCIDE of 

historical European Tribal/Ethnic Homelands, Peoples, Ethne and 

(Sub-)Races. IF THINGS TURN OUT as SUGGESTED by 

Karambelias, then the ONLY REASONABLE POSITION TO TAKE 
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is to HOPE AND PRAY that ISRAEL AND ALL JEWS AT LEAST 

COMMENSURATELY, PROPORTIONATELY, MUTATIS 

MUTANDIS, GET WHAT THEY DESERVE – what is “tasty” is that 

Hopes and Prayers ARE NOT NEEDED, BECAUSE EVENTUALLY 

IT WILL HAPPEN TO THEM TOO – ONE WAY OR ANOTHER... 

HAHAHAHAHA!!!! HOW FUCKING “INTELLIGENT” WERE 

YOU, DISGUSTING, REVOLTING, SMART ARSES???!!! 

Ultimately, Cursing Satan that IT will DIE TOO, might give some 

comfort and psychological respite to today’s relatively weak 

individuals and or groups, and of course ITS eventual Death 

accords with Reality, but for now, “Satan” (and I am “Satan” for 

him/her/they/IT I call and curse as “Satan”), has the Upper Hand, 

and won’t let go without ONE HELL OF A FIGHT!!!..,  
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DE-EVOLUTIONARY VOICES, PERSPECTIVES OF DE-EVOLUTION... 

with a TRIBAL-WAR CONTRIBUTION (“The Polydoros Predicament”) 

 

THE TRIBAL-WAR CONTRIBUTION: “DA GOOD B GOOD NO GOOD YEP” 

[which translated into English means: “We get to keep all our Wealth and Forms of 

Power, whilst also FUCKING YOUR SLUT WOMEN and FAGGOT BOYS, and 

you get to keep the NOTHING in your HEADS (Derrida, Foucault, Lacan, Kristeva, 

et al.), your HOLES, and maybe some DRUGS”] 
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Whilst not necessarily agreeing with most things said, let alone everything herein, nor 

with the use of all the terminology, grosso modo, this article seems to cover at least 

some of the CRUCIAL general or macro GeoPolitical issues of the 21st century (with 

not uninteresting historical observations and allusions as well!): 

https://www.unz.com/tsaker/how-the-east-can-save-the-west/ 

 

 

 

 

Even in the First Rhapsody of the Iliad, it is clear a civilisation-culture-(relatively 

tightly knit) Tribe of Tribes is Going Places because it is Prepared to Fight not only 

the Other but amongst Itself in order for the Men, who have their Women in their 

Place, to Rule, Maintain and Expand Power, Dominance, Hegemony. It is only 

Fitting at the End of such a civilisation-culture-and now Rabble, the men are 

Effeminate Pussies or Poofters, the Women are involved in Business they shouldn’t 

be involved in and the Other just keeps getting Stronger and Stronger whilst we 

squabble amongst ourselves as if we have not already Lost Tomorrow... 

 

 

c. 1200 A.D. there were a few million (up to ?6 to 8? million – but even if it were only 

e.g. two million = same point) Hellenes = Greek Orthodox (i.e. either racially and or 

culturally-religiously Hellenic/Greek) who lived in Ionia, Pontus, Thrace, Northern 

Cyprus, Imbros, Tenedos, etc. = today’s Turkey. By 2000 A.D. hardly any Hellenes = 

Greeks with Hellenic/Greek consciousness lived anymore in those areas, i.e. after a 

few, up to about eight, centuries of Mohammedan Turkic Conquest MY RACE and/or 

CULTURE-RELIGION was wiped out either by PHYSICAL EXTERMINATION, 

FORCED ASSIMILATION or “voluntary” assimilation = indirect forced assimilation 

https://www.unz.com/tsaker/how-the-east-can-save-the-west/
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of BARBARIAN INVADING HORDES... incl. the wholesale destruction and 

obliteration of thousands and thousands and thousands of Churches and associated 

architecture and art all over today’s Turkey, Greece, Middle East, Northern Africa, 

etc.... That’s History and the Way of the World... But don’t expect me to want to live 

with Mohammedans... FUCK OFF, RETARD... my IDENTITY is my HISTORY – real 

or not (and it’s largely REAL, and “anyways” MYTHS are real parts of 

IDENTITIES)... so FUCK OFF, RETARD... I would never voluntarily want to go or 

be anywhere near a Mohammedan, though I would welcome with open arms the 

millions of residents of Western Turkey Hellenising themselves and creating a new 

Hellenic/ Greek Orthodox Empire (= FANTASY which of course will never happen)... 

and FUCK OFF, RETARD... On the other hand, there is no Iron “Law of History” 

that says Mohammedans and non-Mohammedans cannot live with each other 

peacefully, or that Mohammedans, Africans, etc. can’t be productive members and 

communities of Western mass democracies, etc.... but based on the historical evidence 

of relations with Mohammedans and or Africans (proven higher average crime rates, 

(at least in certain respects) lower average intelligence and impulse control etc., 

notwithstanding that the causes of such differences are probably just as social as 

genetic-biological), on the whole... good luck with that... and based on the historical 

evidence, more likely than very long-term harmonic co-existence, will eventually be 

intercommunal religious and or racial conflict and violence... which means that if you 

don’t succeed in RECONQUISTAS or WARS OF NATIONAL (ETHNIC) AND 

RELIGIOUS LIBERATION (even whilst being inclusive of certain relatively limited 

sectors of the African, Asian, mixed-race and Mohammedan communities), then 

you’re fucked... if that’s the bed you want to make, then we shall have to sleep in it... 

but in the meantime... FUCK OFF, RETARD...   

 

 

When someone is Ready for Death, there is Great Joy in Truth. 
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A Depiction of my Soul at the End of Time 

(All Good Things Come in Twelve) 
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On the Way Up 
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2. 
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Survival, Expansion, Consolidation 
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Death 
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8. 
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Brief Renaissance 
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9. 
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Ἐξιλέωσις καὶ Πνευματοποίησις 
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10. 
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11. 
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